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�'FfiE 1;Y.f,lOLE W.ORLP IS A �IlJ9fE, FLpry£R"-In late August 80 students
from the U.S. -and Europe gathered ill Korea to celebrate Zen Master Seung '8ahri 's
60th birthday, an important milestone in Korean culture. The gathering
(ncluded a
two-day event at Su Dok Sa. Temple, talks 'by visiting dignitaries Ven.
Mahaghosananda, Maezumi Roshi, Jakusho Kwong Roshi, and Ji Kwang Poep Sa
Nim, and a kido in a building under construction for future international Kyol Che s
(meditation retreats). Several days later over 2000 laypeople, monks and nuns
gathered at the Hyatt Hotel in downtown Seoul to meet at the International Young
Buddhists Symposium. As flags of many countries
decora�e¢ the stage, people
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(Bob holds the ceremonial Zen stick above
head, and then brings it down for a hard
hit on .the altar table in front of him)
About one thousand. years ago a monk
came to Tung Sahn Shou-Ch'u Zen Master
and asked, what is Buddha? Tung Sahn re
plied, three pounds of flax. (Bob hits the
table a second time)
A few decades earlier a monk approach
his

,

..... u •••

(

ed Yun Men Zen Master, who was Tung'
Sahn's teacher, and asked, what is Buddha?
Yun Men

shit

replied, dry
a third time)

on a
,

stick. (Bob

hits the table

Sahn

Tung

pounds
'dry shit

Zen

Master

said,

of flax. Yun Men Zen Master

three

said;

on a stick. So I ask you, what is the
real Buddha?

(loud shout) Hoh!
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5th Annual School
Congress and Soen Sa Nim's

the

60th

Photo

recognized by Zen Master Seung Sahn as a Master Dharma Teacher in the Kwan Um
Zen School. Bob' is, the seventh American Zen student to be named as an MDT,
which is equivalent to "sensei" in the Japanese tradition. Following the Certification
Assembly, it is traditional for the new teacher to give a formal Dharma speech.
Bob, a Texas-born composer and martial arts teacher, has been a student of Soen
Sa Nim's for 12 years. Married and the father of three children, he teaches music at
the University of Southern California in Los Angeles and is a Tai Chi instructor at
the Aikido Ai Dojo in Whittier, where he leads a Zen group. He is also the resident
teacher at Dharma Sah Zen Center in Los Angeles. A former music professor at Yale
and Oberlin, he was a co-founder of the New Haven Zen Center
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representing these countries came up to express their understanding of the phrase,
"l'he Whoie World IS-A Single Flower". In the evening there was a celebration of
the publication in Korean of a major biography of Z-en Master Seung Sahn, some,
700 pages long and containing many photographs. The Kwan Um Zen School
presented gifts, a hand-sewn quilt and a carved plaque. Following the ceremonies,
about 70 people went on a.week-long tour of major Korean Buddhist temples, a trip
made special by their extraordinary warmth and hospitality. The February 1988 issue
of PRIMARY POINT will include a full report and photographs of these events.
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I see before
Twelve and
made

a

trip

Haven to

many smiling faces.
half years ago three of

me
a

us

here to Providence from New

talk

with

a

monk who wished to

introduce

'Nim.

Soen Sa
talk at Yale

to

us

give a

Soen Sa Nim to

attack,

Universi

ty that fall. After becoming acquainted

with
one

Nim, through shenanigans

Soen Sa

sort or another which I

understood,

we

never

totally

Five Precepts. [first five lay precepts of
Buddhism] It was exactly 12 years ago
tonight that the five original New Haven
students came here. We drew straws to see
who would give the Dharma talk from our
group (in
four Zen

days
Centers),

there were only- about
and I got the short

hard and had

with

a

so

I

tell. In those days Soen
Sa Nim used a moktak [wooden ·clapper]
for signaling the end of your talk time. I got
a

long story

up to

give

two

minutes

my

into

it

when-tok!

Continued

So

page 10

on

.

,

I

heart

.

to

talk, started in and got about

a

mind is changing. No thinking, then no
mind. Then your mind, my mind, Buddha.
mind, Christ. mind are all the same clear
Zen mind.

worked very
3D-minute talk all prepared,

lecturing,

A fellow has

the war.
Soen Sa Nim (SSN): When your mind is
like clear water, that's Zen mind. Good
thinking, then good mind. Suffering, then
plain mind. Thinking appears, then your

straw .:

I'm used to

(SL):

a

�

of

then decided to take the

those

Levine

heart fibrillation. His friends
reach out to him in fear. Touchinghis mo
ment in conflict, they say urgently, "What
should we do, what should we do?"
He answers, "No problem. My heart is
only singing." This is a diseased heart. But
this is a healed heart, if ever I've seen one.
No conflict. Having a heart attack, I stop

We invited

I

A thousand years ago, there was a
famous Zen temple on Diamond Mountain,
in Korea. On a nearby mountain there 'was
a

sutra

temple called

Mu

Jeung-Sa. Five

Continued

on

page 2

i
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\
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�
�
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�
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CONSCIOUS LIVING, CONSCIOUS DYING
Continued from page 1
hundred monks lived
tween

spring

Conference with Zen Master Seung Sahn and 'Stephen

the Zen temple. Be
was a wonderful hot

the two, there.
with hot tubs. All Korea

may

happy.

One

the

day,

Korea

from

came

famous

most

Mu

monk in

sutra

Jeung-Sa

the

to

baths. This monk already had a problem:
"I am a sutra monk. I have authentic Bud

,

.dha-speech and Buddha-action." One day,
he

down to take

comes

a

hot bath. It

was a

good feeling, very clear. 'So. when he is
'ready to leave; he goes to 'the woman who
runs the baths, and says, "Oh, thank you
very.much, Your hot tub is very wonderful,
very

how

many monks

live Will/ill','

11'1' can.

he

burned. But it's all in
ter

iIJ7!. he husfoundcd the I'rovidcnc« Zen ('ellli'1'
;11 lite {·.S

1I11t!

01'1'1'

5()

affiliated groilps

"Yes, both Zen monks and

sutra monks
here. Do you meditate?"
"Yes, we meditate at .the sutra temple.
We also study sutras and have dharma com-

come

The hand retracts from the pot. Feel the
as they contract and expand. Feel

ing the sensation of this moment, -in this
body, making a cup of tea. Not waiting for
the rea to boil; just making a cup of tea. Sit
ting down, feeling your buttocks on the
chair, .your feet on the floor, your arm on
the table. Just si.tting. Not someone in a
room, in a male or female body, waiting for
a cup of camomile or jasmine. Just being
experienced, unfolding from moment to
moment. You can hear the bubbles starting
to form in the kettle. Maybe you can smell
the water as it just begins to boil. All there
is, all there ever will be, is here, moment to
moment. No conflict, no waiting, just be
ing. You hear the tea. Ah, a moment of

and

..

,

said.v'Masier

woman

,

I

.� satisfaction.

have

"

.questiori."

V)

,

question

"What kind of
do you have?"
"I want to understand the dharma."

�

you clean your mind?"
That's the point. Your

hot

Here is bad.

wonderful. I'm

mind, and

I

not so

go

You

do

you clean

your.bodies

not necessary.

clean

must

it!

a

are

"

But if you have
How do. you

always

mind,

a

clean

I'

A

Joju

time ago,
Zen Master a

long

ways answer,

ch��,!(,i�g·,.

wheh s6m�one asked

que*9n, h� would al
"00 dr.i,nk t.ea.�' They, asked
"

everything: Correct Way;-Gorr ect Truth,
Correct Life. Go drink tea is "Just do it."
Don't check. Don't make your mind. Don't
make limy/me: Don't make life and death.
Don't make anything. Just do it. Just drink

So

speech is very important.,
Open your mouth, already

a

mistake. If

you close your mouth, then when you see,
when you hear, when you smell, everything

is truth. Then everything is the correct way
and correct life. So, silence is better than
holiness. If you have silence, then you attain

_

,

everything.
What is silence, what is emptiness? Just
understanding cannot ,help you. You must
attain silence, stillness, nothingn�ss. Then
you will attain everything.
So everyone, only "What am I? Don't
know." If you keep this don't-know mind
100%, then already thinking is cut off,
there is no thinking. No thinking means
empty mind. Empty mind is before think-

.

ever

touches the

your to ngue. That is conflict, that is
You are not in the moment; you are

elsewhere. In the mind. In suffering. If you
are in the mind, you are in war. If you are in
the mind, you are only partially born.

.

me

ticing desire

mind, before

a
a

-

.

Just

turning

on

the

water

water

faucet.

faucet.

Maybe

cond�nsation on' it. Feeling

that.

to

war.

Everything el�e is

Ev'erything

R�aching

fhe'rriu,.sdes.

Feeling it come'!?ack, just this �uch.
Walking across the floor, sensations <;Ire
generated in the feet. Expectation maybe, is
cet.

in the mind. Over to the stove. You hear the
pop

o� the

gas;

perhaps,

as

it

ignites.

You

said, "Dying

of cancer, I

stop the war."
Just dying. No conflict in him. No

prob
problem. It wasn't
that he hadn't had pr0blems. It wasn't that
he wasn ',t frightened when he was told he
lem.

Just

doing it,

been resistance
there was such

up, feeling
Feeli'ng
the hand extend to' turn off the water fau

.

similar

had

heavier.

"Making

tea.

sharing

pletely
Everything else is

there. Just this millisecond, com
real. Everything else is a dream.

no

pre

this image at a conf.erthis one, and, during a break
as I was walking' up an aisle toward the back
of the room, a fellow with a walker to
support weak legs came laboriously towards
me. He had a very frail body. He \veighed
perhaps ninety pounds. He was· obviously
quite ill. As we came face to face, he looked
ence

were

J�st being

healing is received.
Imagine feeling the pot slowly filling with
water. Notice tlie ,feeling of the muscles in
the arm as it has to tighten, ever so slightly
to increase its support as the pot gets

.

we ever made a cup of green
didn't continue the war? Where we

water

where

over

I mean, have

the cold

else is not now, not
here. Not where truth, is to be found; not

the paper and signed the vi'sa
appli(ation. He said, "We need more. peo
ple like you in our country."
a cup of green
It,sounds great:
tea; I stop the war." It would make a great

tea that

tea.

conflict.

then

bumper sticker. But what does it mean to
make a cup of green tea that stops the war'?

to�ch

intensifying suffering. Just

up at me, and

there's

...

he turned

a

Not forcing it, just doing it, just making
cup of tea. Just walking over and selecting

Feeling the cold of the

ing cup of green tea, I stop the war."
The immigration officer looked. at that

twice,' and

We

.

no

receiving

sence

in the mind: "Ah, I'd like

you even

cup of tea before it can even touch it.
Just a cup of tea. No war, no conflict,

struggle,

faucet.

a

once or

time.

through the

sad.

cup of tea." Just noticing the vision. Al
ready -that cup' of tea is steaming in the

ago, Paul Reps (author' ,of ZEN
FLESH, ZEN BONES),'wanted to'do some
·intensive meditation practice in Japan. But
'at the time, Japan was being used as a staging ground for the war in Korea, and the
Japanese government wouldn't let non
military personnel come in. Paul Reps was
in Australia (I think), and he wanted to go
to Kyoto to sit Zen. The Japanese immigra-'
tion officer in Australia, where Reps was
asking for the visa, said, "I'm sorry, you
can't come into Japan. There's a war on."
Reps turned over the questionnaire for the
visa, and on the back of it he wrote, "Mak-

poem, and read it

at a

Notice how the mind reaches _out
nose and toungue to drink that

there.

Imagine just making a cup of tea. It's al
most too much to.imagine. Imagine just no-

years

are

function, then there's no problem. Correct
speech is very important and will help you,
your parents, your country, and all beings.

war.

SL: When there was war' in Soen Sa
Nim's homeland of Korea, thirty some-odd

That is the Zen way.
What is Zen? What is Buddhism? What
is the correct way., truth, and correct life?

thing

Whisk in the cup. That whisk-whip,
.whip, whip, whip, whip-against the side
of the cup. "Not listening to the radio. Not
dreaming of television; not five years old in
your backyard. Just-whip, whip, whip,
whip, whip, Whip. Sitting down. Drinking
that cup of tea. Feeling the heat on your
fingers as you pick it up. The first moment,
even before it touches your lips, when you
can feel the warmth, when the fragrance is

tip of

But when someone sees suffering and says, "That's
"
then' that is Bodhisattva sadness.
very sad,

tea.

many' words, many sp,eeches
about the�e things. Sometimes speech 'is im
portaQt, but sometimes it is a big mistake.
So if you are attached to,speech, you always
have a problem. If your speech has 'correct

times in the mind before it

"My" sadnes,s is only my opinion making

is

There

.

dog barking, woof, woof .. Sugar is sweet.
All, just like this, is the truth« This becomes
yours. If you only understand "sky is
blue," you have a problem. ,"Sky is blue"
must' become yours. "Tree is green?' must
beeome'·.yours .. "Dog barking" must be
·came.yours. At,that time, you will' get en
lightenment· and understanding of the cor
rect way, truth, corre(t life.

'

drinking the tea in our minds
before it was ready? Where we weren't im
patiently doing.five things at the same time?
Conflict is generated in the mind. Waiting,
imagining, you drink that cup of tea ten

,

weren't

ing. No thinking is clear like space. That is
substance: clear like space means tlear like
a mirror: Red comes, red. White comes,
white. The.s!<y is blue, the trees are green. A

qtlestions:"i'What

·

One

ment.

you
your

.is Budmany kinds qf
9ha?" "What is th� True ,W,ay? ':', What is
Correct Life?" Joju would"only reply;"Go
drink tea." Go drink tea is correct action, it

·

liking, disliking, expectation,
happiness, unhappiness. Your whole life is
in that millisecond. Just do it. Each mo-

is

.checking, you have a
check, just do it'. If you :just. do it, then
there is no subject, no -sbject; -no appear
ance or disappearance; rio-good 'or bad; no
high or low; no inside, no-outside. Outside
"-

..

..

checking,
.problern, Don't

and inside become one.'

)yoU.I>!1QSl�.j)
-tha iR(fels ii

.

�ii1d,:clean'ing'it
.:-;"

mind?
If you

·

ond of the fragrance of the. tea as it touches
And therush 6F conditioning

in

'.

doi1'i have

the floor. The pot in hand. Water
The fragrance, that first millisec

on

pouring.

"_

Don't know?
you

feet

your

,dirty. So,

the shower every day. How
your mind every day?

�.,' If

use

your mind becomes
is: You all clean

my question

.

there. Oh

over

stand, the.
miracle! Not

you

a

� mind produces intention before every ac
� tion. What an exquisite opportunity to un
ct lock the ancient cornpulsivity, to take conscious birth, at last; instead of compulsively
falling through our lives. Hand touches the
kettle. Ah, the heat. The feeling of weight.
Feeling it. Feeling it. The muscles doing
their job. A miracle of body, of mind, of
heart. Walking back to the table, hearing
sound of your feet on the floor, feeling life,

body is cleaned in

good."

stand. What

to

drawn, not driven, not automatic, not com
pulsive, not mechanical. Noticing that the

c

do you

Where

intention

e:)

clean your
mind? If you clean your mind, then no pro
blem. Every day you use your min-d, think
ing: "I like that. I don't like that. Here is

good.

tub.

Standing, noticing before

�

"Okay. Any kind of question, ask me."
(I am a sutra master.)
"Okay, my question is: You just took a
hot bath; so your body is very clean. You
clean your body in the hot tub. Where do

the

live

muscles

,bat.�'
Then the

flow, one thing af
doing it."

"just do it" is to do that thing only,
completely a breath at a time, to be
wholly present in the present.

for international pcac« work,
SI('"h('1l l.evine i.1 II [ather, floel, 1I11t! teacher 1Il;'iollollllr kilo 11'11 [or his '1'01'1. with
the 1('I'III;IIl(!ly ill. l I« ha« -wort.o«! cvt cn vivcl v with rli.I'lI';el/t "'/lIIier-NII\'.\ and N((III
/)1l.1'.\·. lI'ilh his II'UL',' Undrca, tu: 1(,1It!1 ,rein'lItl wit! (,1I1I.I'III{.\' with II number /;1'
�htl.lpillli. hospice and mcdit at unigroun» ill 'he I ·.S. 1I11t! CIIIIlIlIli.

in

here?"

a

another. That is "Just

To

to

ill the 1I'0r/cI.

ilion' 1111'111'1'

notice the curl of the heat around

even

thc kettle that touches the hand. You may
notice as millisecond of that fear of being

CWIlIt!((,.'lI'll�il, 1-.'/I/'(l/le WIt! Korea, which compris« lite "'11'1111
l.·111 /('11 Sduwl. I Ie 11'II1·1'/.1 worldwide t cuchhu; Zen, 1I/1l1 IlI'illgillg peopl« Illgellter

very

come

... ('

{·('III('I'.\·

much."

"Nowadays, do

/3()

/.('11 ,\lII.Hel' Se/lllg Suhn is tlu: 781/t t'utriarct; otthc Korean ('ltll�re Order 1If1t! [irs I
Koreun /.ell \l1I.Her W lire 1I11t! teach ill lite" est, Sinc« coming ';I',he l 'nited '.,';1111'.1'
;11

said, "Thank' you

owner

.111111('

.

·the best in the world."
The

.

"

Bud

was

Ilell/lle gllfhaet/ at tlu: Providcnc« /ell Center [or a
(,Oll./L'I'('IIC(' cntit let/ "( ·1I1I.ICill//.1 I. i I'illg. ('111/.1 citrus I )ying let/ 11.1' /ell .\I(I.ller Sel/lIg
Sahn (II/(I Slephell l.evinc. n ationullv h 1111 'I'll autltor IIf ,," '//11 Dies?" The 111'11 leach
('1',\' hilt! 1/('1'('1' met bcfot:«. 11111 were IllIich'y u» uffcctionun: 11I1I'art/.1 each other as 111'0
brothers. Together tlicv 11'111'1' a lapl'.l1l'r tluu helpet! th« purticipttnts explore their IIe
Iiets 111/(1 attitudes (lIIOI/{ dving, They 11/111 introduccd torms otmcdit ation nndrelax
arion that lire oriented WIt'III'l/.1 /tel,lillg /II rclcus« tension 1I11t! .I'illlll!.l· he present,
moment to moment, Stephen Levine 'I'a,\' particularly helpful in introducing Zen
.\ltl.H('I'Sl'/lIIg Suhn 1I11t! tlu: mrunint; of hi» 111'l!l'fi('£' 1I/1l1 tcuchin; 10 those who had
1It11 met him before. S1I1II1' of tlu: nurticipunt s luul recent eX11 ericn Cl'.I· or jobs which
hrought rill' ;.1'.\'111'. or dcutl: 10 t lu: lil/·e.�rollllt! III' their lives. but tlu: contcrencc went
far beyond those particulars 10 look at not only how we die and face death, bill also
III lutt: .1111/(' 11J87

dhist then, so Zen monks and sutra monks
could all come for free. So the monks were
very

Levine

at

such

cancer.

ness to

meeting his pain, but that
a

·wi'llingness

let go of his

Letting
work

It wasn't that there had not

willingness'to

a

we

go

will

no

of

our

ever

to be

be alive, such

present,

willingsuffering.
suffering is the har.dest
a

do. The work of at least

.

a

lifetime.
This fellow

was so

that he

met

lucent.

"Dying of

willing

not to suffer

each moment like that cup of
tea. Moment to moment, process. Not lost
in conflict. He was like space. He was trans
cancer, I stop the war."
conflict in him. There was no
probiem for him. When he died, his last
breath just left. He didn't grasp for the next
breath. It went out, and he went with it.
No problem. No conflict. No one dying.

There

was no
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FIRST QUESTIONER: I have difficulty
connecting the inner work toward be

coming peaceful as an individual and the
work on the larger level, for world peace. I
don't quite see the connection or the move
from

ment

one to

the other.

.

anger, it's distrust. How can we end the war
when these are still within us? Internal work

like it's not enough. "But that's
enough" mind speaking, just do
it, and then see what happens. See how
seem

the "not

much
more

intuitive you are:" See how much
present you are What ends. war?

more

..

Going beyond the conflicted mind and
opening' into your heart. Compassion ends
war. Caring ends war.
People' marched with peace signs in the
sixties. "Stop burning the children' in' the
jungles of Vietnam." That was a good in
tention, wanting the end of suffering. But
did they stop the war .in the name of peace?
Fifty-three thousand American men and
women were killed in Vietnam during the
Vietnam War. A few hundred thousand
men and' women returned. Many were met
by people with peace signs who spit on
rhern, who called them baby killers, who re�
viled them. These people held signs saying,
"Make Peace, Not War," but they burned
<the hearts of those men.and women coming
back from Hell.
.

Fi fty-three thousand

FIRST QUESTIONER: I'm
with your answer.
SL: The mind is not

killed :on the
battlefields of Vietnam, but if-the figures I
have seen are accurate, more than seventy
were

FIRST

in

America.

QUESTIONER:

I

am

feeling sad.

"I."

selves with mercy. Without the heart-cen
tered peace, without tile lack of conflict
within, it is impossible to stop the war. The

just do it, is to just he.
Usually we're thinking our lives, instead
of just being. What we are describing may
sound like another self-conscious process
which is, only going to cause more pro
blems. But when you are moment to mo
meeting with a merciful awareness,

When you

ment

the senses; the experience-once you get in
side that experienCe-you see that the fear
of. being overly, self-conscious ·is. only ano
ther thought about the experience. Inside of
it, it is not that. It is not self-consciousness.
It is instead more consciousness of ·self.
Only the mind confuses it. The experience iii

problem. The "I" makes my opinion, my
condition, my situation. If you put down
your opinion, your condition, and your sit
uation, then everything is .no problem.'
Where does sadness appear?
FIRST QUESTIONER: I don't know.
SSN: You are holding "my opinion, my
.

.

not

derstanding,
must digest. your understanding.r-then wis
dom appears. Then with wisdom, if this
sadness appears, that is' love and compas
sion. Not "my" sadness, not that "my"

.there is

view. And

kinds of sadness. "My"
sadness is only my opinion making me sad.
But when someone sees suffering and says,
"That's very sad," then that is Bodhisattva

In fact, as
there's war.

two

are

everything

'how do I

dying.

you have

only:

...

moment

to

die," said Soen Sa Nim.
Much of the time, Stephen and Soen Sa
Nim were in dialogue with each other 'and
with us, back and forth, telling stories, jok-.
ing listening to our stories, sharing 'their
spirit in the large meditation hall.
When Soen Sa Nim introduced Stephen
as the more famous one, Stephen laughed
warmly and said, "I had .the feeling about
moment

you

Soen Sa Nim that lwas about to be with

an

·

was

near

out and back.

death, and

saw

·

way: Where is' outside? Where is
.

.

stroked' his whispy face hairs.
friend came home I hugged her
"Late" became "ample.':'

When
.

The next

day Stephen said, "There is no
as
'waiting patiently.' Only
'waiting' or 'patie·nt.''' Over and over dur
ing the weekend, I heard just what I needed
to hear from Stephen, Soen Sa Nim and
other participants.

such thing

"

"l' am one of those people who is always
busy rearranging the room,'.' said a woman
'lNh'o had been' visiting a dying friend,

"because the

pain

is too hard."

"Wliat happens .if you do nothing?"
asked Stephen.
.

'

"It's

just

very

painful," sheanswered.

"Is 'just very painful' 'okay? 'Or' course,
the tendency to rescue is very common. So
try some small pains first. Start with little

ofdistrust, confusion an'd build
capacity Before you visit,' visual-

moments
on

your

...

...

.

,.

I

us

,;;'

TApES AND

',.

Master Seung Sahn is author of Only
Know, .and Ten Gates, which are availabie
Primary- Point Press, 528 Pound Road,
A tribute book about his

life, including coniributions from many col
leagues .and, students, entitled '''Only DOing It
for Sixty y,ears.<' was compiled and edited by
Diana Clark: a�C{;4 available from the Kwan Urn
Zen School, 528 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI
02864.
Se� the'�rder forms in this issue.

Stephen Lev/he
'of Grist for the

is co-author

(with Ram Dass)

Mill, He also wrote'A Gradual

Awakening,

WHo' Diesr.tand Meetings at the
books and tapes (including medita
are 'available from
Warm Rock Tapes,
P.O. Box JOO,·Qhamisal, NM,_87521.

Edge.
tions)

His

ize stillness.

Visualize the distress 'before

you go and let it arise. Soften. Let it float.
As you meet your distress mercifully, it will

dissolve; as all things do. Resistance invites
it to

my

good-bye.

the heart. Let

'0

Cumberland, 'RI 02864.

there: to be with this tired old critter for an
afternoon while his mom ran errands. In
that moment I realized I was already at the
conference on dying and that I had a choice
to be angry with my friend or to be present
to this dog. So I knelt down by Pretzels and

.

his'

heaving out. and back,
why I was

I remembered

from'

process, then you

then you can understand your treasure.
If you find your treasure, then you can
do anything. You getpeace mind, you get

...

and white fur

Zen

freedom .of choice. There is

no

war.

BOOKS

Your

"

brown

by natural

can

.because he

,the

HOW TO GET

thinking-makes outside and inside,
and YOI!lf thinking makes the line between
them. If you have no' mind, then you have
no thinking, and, you don't make inside and
outside. So, if you go inside, inside, ·inside,
then inside and outside will disappear, and

·

met, which is not unlike

one,

inside?;

get

give you the flavor of the'
weekend by relating it to my own situation.
When I was getting ready to leave for the
conference on Friday night; my friend was
late returning my car. I began to feel hot and
restless, my mind darting around, ."Where
is she? What can she be doing? This always
I was about to' escalate to
happens
"Doesn't she respect my time?" when I
looked at her dog, whom I was dog-sitting
I

happiness,

themselves. If
will ne�erget it.

..

"

hope

stop

Don't

But if it is

him.
I

war between the mind and

,

,

_"

.

cannot choose what will happen Outside,

Stephen. from his· wonderful books, Wh9
Dies, A Gradual Awakening, Meetings on'
the Edge, and Grist for the Mill (with' Ram
Dass). Others had read Bone of Space and
Only Don"t Know by Soen' Sa Nim and
wanted the rare privilege of sitting with
.

.

_

present,

Some participants that I talked with
couldn't recall having a "reason". for at
tending the weekend; But many of us. work
in hospice or with people with AIDS or
have had' the experience of visiting a friend
or relative who is dying. Some people knew

peace outside

Of

.

process.

talking about having a consciousness that is
present every moment. On the other hand,

never

I hope everybody goes inside, inside,
inside, until inside ,and outside disappear.
The inside and outside become one, and
you find your treasure. I hope everybody
finds their treasure, gets enlightenment,.
and helps all beings Thank you.
/
SL: In away, the wars outside ourselves
are a mirror, an opportunity to 'See the war
that has been going on inside us forever, the

point of view,

outside, you
world, everything works by
natural
process.' Nuclear accidents,
famines, these all happen by natural

moment

old friend I'd

a

his resistence?

you look for it
In the outside

.

that you' describe,
Stephen, and what the Zen Master is talking
about, Just doing it, which' seems almost
unconscious. On the. one hand; you're

by

moment

overcome

freedom,

·

I'

there's

Many-people look for

SSN:

1<f.:

becomes

.

So

.

I

QUESTIONER: I tend to w.orry
situation, about fa
mine, about nuclear war.' I was struck by
your comment, Stephen, thatgivingup suf
fering is the hardest thing we will ever do. I
don't know why, but I keep feeling as much
suffering as possible. And I was wondering,

.

moment

as

.

THIRD QUESTioNER:' How do you
find your treasure?
SSN: WHO ARE YOU? That's all.

'.

THIRD

a

to

long

•

mo�e�:

lot about the world

a

sadness. Keeping your direction clear every
day is very important. If '.'help all beings"
is your direction, then, and feeling-happi
ness, suffering, sadness=-any 'feeling is no

SECOND
QUESTIONER:
confused between the idea of being

life.

freedom .and happiness. With that mind,
you can help' other people, moment to

there is confusion.

There

'.

your

as

watching. Because, as long
watcher, there is a point of
long as there's a point of view,
a

,'_

correct.

guarantees

a

"Most of our lije is. an afterthought, We're hardly
here, we're hardly cone, we're hard.lY.present. "
'>';:

ment

...

all.

even

watcher, just
as

the mofher understands more than the
child. Soon the child is very sick, the child
may die. At that time, the mother doesn't
think of anything, she just takes care of her
child. That mind is a very important mind.
There is rio life and death, no happiness or
sadness. Only take care of it, only do it. If
you keep this mind all the time, then mo

-.

at

gets so that the watcher is no
ticed as just another object floating in the
vast spaciousness of awareness. There is no

mother had a child: That .child
was very sick. The child doesn't understand
anything, doesn't understand sickness. So

of
weekend
The
"Conscious'
Living/Conscious Dying'; with Stephen
Levine and Soen Sa Nim (Zen Master Seung
Sahn) was very: special. I am not used to sit
ting still on a cushion and just listening for
two days, but one hundred and thirty of us
did just that.
'.
"Pain is not suffering. Resistance to pain'
is suffering. In these next days maybe we
can open to our own pain
touch with
mercy and kindness that which has been
touched with fear," Stephen said.
"Some day we are all dying Nobody

confusing

One

If you have too much un
then you have a problem. You

Once

,

_

.

understanding."

problem..

By Ellen Anthony

an afterthought.
hardly born, we're
thinking ourselves

there. To

feeling.

make peace un
.til we can just make a cup of tea, and meet
the conflict and the confusion within our

life is

we're

as a protective mechanism, not allowing
ourselves to die into the' moment, to just be

,

asked your question, you said "I" feel this
way, and "I" don't see that. This "I" has a

Seventy-five thousand

we can

our

hardly here,

miracle of nature around. We are someone
inside a shell, .peering out through thought

QUESTIONER: Because I did
not get the answer I was looking for.
SSN: Sad is part of it, it is your feeling.
What are you doing, what is your body po
sition, and how are you feeling.
FIRST QUESTIONER: I am sitting here,
feeling sad.
SSN: All right. Just do it. If you're sad
no

a

hardly present. We're
walking down the path in.the woods:We're
thinking ourselves seeing a rose, but we're
not smelling, we're not walking. There's
not the crunch of gravel, there's not the

FIRST

Were they met by peace?
"peace" is nothing if there is 'an

ger in the mind.
I don't know. how

We're

get

SSN: Sad. What kind of sad?

killed themselves.
The word

not

no

consciousness. Is there

no

SL: Most of

happy with

now.

100OZo, then there is

and

difference?

happy

now?

five thousand veterans have committed sui

cide

not

thinking,

ting what it wants. The mind is at war.
SSN: I only ask you: What are you doing

SL: It isn't the people that make war, it's
the state of mind. It's greed, it's fear, it's

may

"just doing it" sounds like there is

mind reaches out, says "Give me a solu
tion," but the mind is the problem.

-

'stay, makes it more intense."
One-man who was dying of ALS (Amyo
trophic Lateral Sclerosis, Lou Gehrig'sdis
ease) talked about the .grief of losing every
one at once and some lingering feelings of
disappointment about his brothers.
Stephen said, "Finishing business means
waiting for someone else to respond.
Not give and take, just give. Not to wait for
them to respond to it-then you have unfin
ished business, Just send forgiveness, give,
just give."
Meditations on forgiveness, the "ahnhh"
breath, and SOFT BELLY were
interspersed throughout our questions and
answers.
I paired up with a massage
therapisrto ream "co-breathing." He lay
on
the floor face 'up. I watched his
abdomen and, as he exhaled, I breathed out
audibly "ahhhhh," the great sound of let
ting go. "Ahhh" allows energy release. Conot

..

is one way to be with people who
are restless or.in coma or near death.'

'-''breathing

Continued on page

16
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FIFTH ANNUAL SCHOOL CONGRESS
and SIXTIETH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
for Zen Master Seung Sahn
By Sid Kemp
"For

he's

The

panelists
Empty Gate

jolly-good Zen Master,
which nobody can deny," The weekend. of
July 31st, the Kwan Urn Zen School gather
ed for its annual School Congress, and to
celebrate Soen Sa Nim's sixtieth birthday.
In.

Korea

a

In addit ion

discussions of financial

se

diversity of Zen Centers and groups, the
high costs of having such a relatively small
number of people spread out around the
country, and thc dynamics of how the indi
vidual

and

centers

groups relate

School adininistration.:"
After lunch, the birthday
Zen Master

Seung

Sahn,

to

the

,

Lincoln

University

Birthday. Master Dharma) Teacher Richard
gave a, formal dharma talk praising

Shrobe

Soen Sa' Nim

as

"a

out

worn

Zen

master

students," and thanked him
for his one-word teaching; "Try."
Soen Sa Nim's sixtieth birthday poem
and a kong-an challenge (see box on page
came next. Ven, Mahaghosananda,
six)
the internationally· known � Cambodian
monk, thanked Soen .Sa Nim for helping
with

worn out

him settle in the United States when he first
arrived here

ceremony be

Teacher

Dharma

Master

.

as a

refugee.

Jae, Won Sunim

of Washington State gavea
talk.

congratulatory

,

The

between sections that sounded like

some

thing fluttering and dying, with, the saxo
phone's valves audibly sounding its last
heartbeat; and sections of

more

traditional

melodic segments and riffs, In the climax,
the two wove into one, unifying new and

rriusical

forms, The audience

.

responded with rapt attention that created a
unified mind that remained for the entire
weekend.

Friday evening

and' Saturday morning,

broke up into small groups to share our',
experiences of the past year, using the
we

theme of

giving and receiving to help focus
discussion and 'understand ourselves.
My group was led by Nina Crumm Davis
_-from New York City. We used the time ro

first

was

Working in

...

our

.

to

In Won Sunim of the Buddhist

inSeoul gave a short speech in both Korean
and English, 'and led us in singing Happy

and School Ab

curity and organizational structure, some
special concerns arose, These included the

The 75 of us who arrived by Friday even
ing, were lucky enough to be welcomed by a
saxophone solo by David Mott. Moving be
yond simple .sounds into an exploration of
mental states, Mr. Mott used his virtuosity
to take us from an African plain in "Tiger
Nearer Breathing" to the
Running
celestial realms in "Regarding Starligh t,"
and deep into ourselves with "Old Ghosts,'
The last piece alternated
New Demons,

traditional

Teachcr

Zen Center.

200 Americans and 150 Koreans,

,

Jeff Kiizcs, Abbot of
Center; Jacob Perl,

bot; Richard St rcit field, School Director;
and Dennis Ducrrncicr, Director of Kansas

Seung Sahn's
birthplace) the sixtieth birthday is a special
time, because it signifies the completion of
one's life" work, Over 350 people gathered
to commemorate this event, approximately,

,

Zen

Master Dharma

Master

(Zen

were

.

discussion

a

of "What

bur Zen Centers." The

is

panel

ists were' Bob Genthner, Lexington Zen
Center; Susan Phillips, Empty Gate Zen
Center (Berkeley); Bob Aili, Cambridge
Zen Center; Ellen Sidor, The Meditation
Place (Providence, R[); David Jordan,
North Florida Meditation Center; Bruce
Sturgeon, Asheville (NC) Zen Circle; and
Vivion Vinson, Providence Zen Center.
While some panelists focused on ways to
draw new members, others noted that, es
pecially in rural locations, a small but dedi
cated group was enough. ·There was a dis
cussion of whether bringing noted speakers
for talks on a variety of topics, as is done in
Cambridge, was useful as it helped establish
an identity in the community, but had not
necessarily drawn people to the Zen Center
practice, Networking with local adult

A MOTLEY CREW From New Haven Zen Center
Rhodes gave an opening talk
Soen Sa Nim's first
"

of

America, when

neighbor

recalling one
birthdays in
Line had opened a door to a

angry

'about

the

thanked Soen Sa Nim for
so

many doors

over so

noise.

Line

'Glassman, Sensei"
munity of-New York expressed his appre
ciation for Soen 'sa. Nim's vigorous style
gen

their

singing

skit

.

:;··,,:,.;.ZE·N:

,.

�,

1vtbuNTAIN.

helping him open

many years. Tetsu
of the Zen Com

performing

MONASTERY

and work for world peace, as well as his cre
ation of a dynamic sangha in America.

",
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TWO GOOD FRIENDS

of Bill

and

of

..

�

'.

New

.

the Congress weekend were Jamie Highsmith, son
of Cambridge Zen Center, and Micah Kessel, son of
Haven Zen Center (formerly man)' years at Chogye

Zen- the only kind of Zen
there is. It's not all activity that
takes place ill the world, it's the
activity of the world itself,"

.

International}.

metaphors from our own growth and
during the year, and ex
plored how Zen practice had supported our
lives in Manhattan or Kansas City or San
Francisco, in Zen centers, or at 'home with
create

transformation

families.
In the breaks between events, things

our

really hopping. People

were

were

greeting

old.

friends in the hall as others ran by carrying
carefully balanced pyramids of fruit to set
before the Buddha. The dharma room was
transformed about four times a day, with
stages, chairs and cushions flying in and out
as it went from meditation hall to confer
center

ence

birthday celebration, A
by David·

to

crowd of dedicated volunteers 'led
Gibbs

prepared

the meals. All meals

education and religious organizations was
also discussed, as were methods of gat here

-Rev. John Daido Loori

*Zen Teacher John Daido Loori
in full-time residence

ing financial support.
The second 'panel

was a

presentation

of

a

process that the School Council has be
gun, of reevaluating.its goals and purposes
new

with tlie aid of

a

management consultant.

*Year-round Residential

MASTER DHARMA TEACHER

George

Training Program

Bowman.

*Winter

Training Period

emphasizes quiet and
in trospection
*Monthly week-long Intensive
Meditation Retreats (Sesshins)
*Monthly Introduction to-Zen
Weekend Retreats
*

were

served in both Korean and American style,
with the Korean food being prepared in the
traditional way by the Korean women who

practice is alive, working,
functioning, laughing, crying,
dancing Zen, this vel}' life

"Our

..

during

Nanc)' Highsmith

Ken and Kim Kessel

��j�

'.'

Artist-in-Residence
on

'ZEN
MOUNTAIN
MONASTERY

for the ceremony. For those who
wanted to escape the bustle inside, the out
doors provided a warm lawn for naps, and
paths for relaxing walks. The sun cooper
had

ated

come

P.O. BOX 197P
Mt. Tremper, NY
12457

by blessing the weekend with its light

and warmth.
The remainder of
taken up

by

two

Saturday morning

was

roundtable discussions.

Program

200 acre Catskill
Mountain nature sanctuary

*Located

';;;:'"

)

(914) 688-2228

,

(
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evening featured lively presentations

The

from 20 different Zen Centers and groups,
all in tribute 10 Socn Sa Nim. Do Ryeon

Sunim sang the traditional Korean freedom
"Arida"; t he Warsaw Zen Center of
fered a traditional Polish song; and greet-

t
j

song,

ings

came

After
from

from

IWO

centers

in Western

\
,

.

I

Europe.

�

poems by Robin Rowedder
Dharma Center, things

I

Seattle

the

\

really began rocking' with the "Bodhi
Rhythm Bills" from Empty Gate Zen Cen
ter, who gave' new meaning to songs like

I
)

f

LiFTING ME
HIGHER and YOU SAY IT'S YOUR
BIRTHDA Y. More music was provided by
YOUR

LOVE

KEEPS

I
,

\

\

\

�
{
\

1

I

r

J

l
VEN MAHAGHOSANANDA renowned Cambodian monk

joins Soen

Sa Nim

during the birthday

r

ceremonies,

I

J

\

1
I

\'

11
!1

\1

\'

TESTSUGEN GLASSMAN SENSI

-

['

Ab

j

bot of Zen community of New York, was a
featured guest and speaker during the Con

gress weekend.

..

i
t

shop quartet from Chicago. A
parody of the Heart Sutra,' called the
"Subway Sutra" came from New York
City. Soen Sa Nim himself was parodied in
a masterful performance by David Mott
from Ontario Zen Centre, complete with
a

barber

KOREAN FAMILIES

beautiful presentation of a poem 'With a
delivery of a fifty-pound drum of Kimchee
to "Mr. Nim."

rubber chicken-Zen stick, a calculator that
didn't understand Zero. until it was crushed·

with

a

enjoy being with Soen Sa Nim.

A slide

presentation of

the

new

chased in Kentucky, where Soen
has plans for a retreat center,

mallet, and the "traditional" Shit

on-a-hat. Another parody of Soen Sa Nim's
teaching came in the form of a Southern

land pur

Sa

Nim

was

ac

tape

of Korean chanting
and narrated by Robert Genthner, Abbot
of Lexington Zen Center. A humorous and
surreal film about daily life at the Cam
bridge Zen Center followed.

companied by

Fried Dharma Bar- and Grill, in which a
sweet young woman hits a man who is try

ingto pick her up, and says, "Tdidn't ask
'your narne,. l asked, Who Are You?" New
Haven Zen Center interrupted its' own

Late

a

j

New York, and his wife Helen, Master
Dharma Teacher Barbara Rhodes of Provi
-dence -Zen Center, and Joseph. Goldstein, a

co::fo�nder

of the

Insight Meditation So

in Barre, MA. Glassman Sensei dis
cussed .the transformation beginning in his

ciety

it plans to' move into an
abandoned school in Yonker's and provide

community

housing

as

and rehabilitative

training for the

.

JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN,
teacher and co-founder of
tion

a

Vipassana

Insight Medita

Society in Barre, MA, is
friend of Soen Sa Nim.

an

Dharma

BUDDHIST

I

1

\
\

I

I
I

1

\

SONOMA
MOUNTAIN

'FELLOWSHIP

ZEN CENTER

l\

offers

To become

a

r
(

member &

to

RESIDENT & GUEST
PRACTICE ?ROGRAM

orm

receive the BPF

newsletter please send $15 to:
Buddhist Peace Fellowship. PO Box 4650,
Berkeley. C A 94704

quarterly

Name

--'-_

\'
\
1

Daily Meditation. Classes
Monthly Retreats. Work Practice
Individual Retreats. Workshops
In country environment, the Zen
a lay residential
practice

Center is
center

under the

guidance

K wong-roshi. dharma
Soto Zen

lineage

of

of Jakusho

successor to

Shunryu Suzuki

roshi.

Address

--------

'I
I

ligious and court dances. One was a beauti
ful fan display representing butterflies, and
another was a vigorous drum dance in
which five standing drums were pounded by
the dancer. Maynard Silva and Mark Herz
closed the evening with a lively blues jam
session of guitar and violin.
Sunday morning, there was a panel talk
on "Buddhism in America," with Tetsugen
Glassman, Sensei, of the Zen Center of

PEACE

Members.

\1

:1

night entertainment featured Myung

Sook Chun and her troupe of professional
dancers who offered traditional Korean re

,

old

�

6367 Sonoma Mtn. Rd.

Santa Rosa, C A 95404
707 545-�105
A

TRADITIo,fVAL KOREAN DANCE performedby

Myung soo« Chun.
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MORE OF THE SCHOOL CONGRESS

homeless

of

Wcxtchcxtcr

County, New
livclv discusvion on i he
role or direct action in Zen and in Buddhixt
tradition, and an exploration of what ;t
meant to challenge our clarity of mind by
bringing it into the world to DC used and
rested. Joseph 'Ciold,tein discuxxcd i hc wuv
in which vipas-.ana II'a, offering an ap
proach 10 enlightenment for 'Arncricuu»
and cautioned about the danger, of I(hing
York. This led

to a

The

Typical of Soen

Sa Nim 's pluvfulness \l'as
give Transmission 10 anvone
who guv« the following Kong-an poem a
correct last line. SOllie oft he 111111/.1' (1IIS\\'er5
received: are listed,' After .reuding them,
his

lunch,

ing, of

t

"10,000 Dhurntas ':1'1111'11

a

Ii 'here does tht:

II is
too-brief

II'a, a

1101

one,

as

[ollo \l'S:

to 0111'

rell!rll?

0111'

1101 zero

Dharrnu Teacher, !\.",ociat ion'

he

provide them wit h mo-re

,

"110

meet

that raised qucst iou-, about how i hc a\,,(h:ia
t ion could help train dharma tc'al'her, and
the

Irere

..

wrap-up discusvicui
all'II'cring qucstion-, about

prac: icc,
After lunch, there

10

keen-eyed students .1'1'1,
The Kong-an poent is

,

before

offer

SO£'II Sa Nim declared tliat there

the concept of cnlightenment a, Buddhivm
is translated int o American rcrm-,

Socn Sa Nim led

Kong-An Challenge

pructiec.

The

dhy

xuppor:

closed wit h

in

10,00 Dharmas

teal'hing

Prcccpt«
ceremony, iii I\'hich U people formally he
carne students of Socn Sa Nim by t-aking t hc
Five Precepts, 13 more became Dharma
Teachers, and two men,' Jim Bingvr of
Kansa» Zen Center (monk's name: Do An
Sunim) and Joe Donovan of Dharma Sa in'
Los Angele\ (monk \ name:
Do Shim
Sunirn) had the lasl hair CUI from their
heads by Socn
SaN)m and, became monks.

In his Dharma ralk

,

•.

'

�:'.

•

a

1

t

monk, bUI
l

I

Your "WI her would he

a

SocnSa Nim said

it is very easy 10 become
hard J 0 decide 10, be ono,

'-

hut

return 10

"OIl�I'

Do 11".':','

No one, 110 10,000, onlv don 'I know.
aile Dharma reilllns II; IO,OO(J,

Zero,
How

zero, one

help you'?
lelt, whv will it return?
exists, wash rice before YOII hail

,iwy

aile has

proud of .1'011,

0111',

I

never

Because it
it

and k neud bread.

good 0111' loda,l", 110\\' should return 10
Cape Cod tonight,
10,000 guests return home. Sec' YOIl later

A

'

te

SSN.

vcrv

�

..

;

;

.'

A,special 'thank .yo« to, Sch().01 Congress
Rick Schneider and ,�ejf Vandergrift,
'

weekend.photognuphers Paul.Stevenson,
'
"

Ver;!' soft is true strength,
harmony comes luck.

"

.

With

Goodness

brings

you virtue.

,

Follow situation then get happiness.
Forebearance will make you a great
man.

Zen Master

Seung Sahn

ZEN�\MEDITAT�ION
Intensive Winter

Sitting

January 2�April 1,

Retreat

1988

by Master-Dharma
Teacher Barbara Rhodes
led

,----

This year's Intensive Meditation Retreat will be held in the
Diamond Hill Zen Monastery, located onthe grounds of the Provi
dence Zen Center, a residential center on 50 acres of woods and
fields in rural Rhode Island.
The traditional Korean-style monastery has a spacious" airy
meditation hall overlooking. a small pond. Here, in silence; retreat
ants will sit, chant, bow, eat and work together. Bobby Rhodes will
offer guidance, personal interviews and Dharma talks on a regular
basis.'

opportunity to

intimately 100'k at what is hap
our
energies are
devoted to deepening and clarifying the meaning of what it is to be
human, Such training is a powerful tool for enriching our everyday
lives with greater clarity and direction.
K yol Che is

pening in

90

21

a rare

lives:

our

it is

a

time when all of

$1,000 members
$1,250 non-members

days

days
Jan. 3 Jan. 24
Jan. 24 � Feb. 14
-

$300 members
$400 non-members

Feb. 21 March 13
March 13 April 1
-

-

7-Day Intensive
(open to all but
new students)

$125 members
$175 non-members

For information please contact:

PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER
528 Pound Road
THE FIRST KNOT IS THE HARDEST Do An Sunim (formerly Jim Binger) from
Kansas Zen Center, shortly after becoming a monk. Helping him is Mu Soeng
Sunim, Abbot 0/ Diamond Hill Zen Monastery.
...

Cumberland, R.l. 02864
(401) 769·6464
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SPRING' WIND
CULTURAL

BUDDHIST

FORUM

DHARMA * FEATURES * BUDDHISTTALES
NEWS * ART * CROSS CULTURAL EVENTS
A

quarterly journal dedicated

providing reliable information about

to

Buddhist culture and practice in nontechnical language. Regular
features include discussions of Dharma by Zen Master Samu Sunim

invited guest authors; Buddhist Tales from the Land of the Morning
Calm; biographical and autobiographical sketches of prominent
Buddhists; Cross Cultural Events & News, focussing on the relations
between Buddhism and other reliqious traditions; international
Buddhist news and short articles by scholars of Buddhism; book
reviews and list of new Buddhist publications. A nonsectarian journal,
Spring Wind concentrates on a selected theme each issue.
or

Past issues include:
Buddhism & Peace (Vol. 4: no. 1) $3.00
Zen & Community Life (4:2) $3.00
Zen in North America (4:3) $4.50
The Christian Experience.oj Buddhism

(4:4) $4.50
Today & Survey oj Buddhism in Canada
(5:1,2) (Double Issue) $6.50
Buddhism in the Perjorming Arts (5:3) $5.00
Pure Land Buddhism in America (5:4) $5.00
Buddhism in India

Women & Buddhism

(1

(6:1,2,3) (Triple Issue) $17�'OD

TWO NEW STAFF'JOIN PRIMARY POINT
Urn Zen School this Aug
POINT, each bringing valuablestrengths
and skills to the paper. Bruce Sturgeon of Asheville; NC, has had years of experience in
writing and' marketing, and Sid Kemp of New York City brings an extensive writing and
computer consultingbackground, Bruce-is the new marketing manager, responsible for the
advertising and distribution 'aspects of the paper and overseeing its financial health. He
wrote the readership survey enclosed in this issue. Sid is the new feature editor, responsible
for contributing major articles and serving as book review and poetry editor. Both men use
computers extensively in their own work and will bring this expertise to the paper.
Bruce, 38, is director .of sales, marketing and product development for Great Eastern
Sun, a rapidly growing importer and manufacturer of natural and macrobiotic foods. He
studied biology, biochemistry and toxicology and worked as a biochemist for 12 years
before concentrating on his present interest in marketing, sales and business management
for the past five years. He attended Naropa Institute as a Master's candidate in Buddhist
studies and has been studying Zen for a Dumber of years. Two years ago he founded. the
Asheville Zen Circle, which meets in his home. He is married t9 Kathy, a counseling psy�,'
'.�' '"
chologist, and they have three children, aged 8,5, and '5 months:
Sid,"27, works as a consultant in computer applications in New York City and.is studying
desktop publishing. He Bas been writing since the ageof 8', and says atpresent hi� p.ft; Is ....
dedicated to aswering the question, "How can I remain joyous and helpful while running
around New York City 16 hours a day'?" He has been practicing. Zen for the past .seven
yeats. He majored in creative writing at Oberlin College, graduating in 1982, and has
written for a number of New Age magazines, including East/West Journal, He is married
to Chris, a rabbinical student. Sid'sfirst contributions to the paper are the 3-page feature
on the "Conscious Living, Conscious Dying" workshop, as well as a new book review
column entitled "Reading Matters," both of which debut in this issue.
Two talented

To

subscribe,

U.S.) $25/year,
or

remit,

$2D/year"

ust have

$38/2 years (Canada &
cheque

$48/2

years

(International) by

money order in U.S.

funds

to:

Spring Wined
46 Gwynne Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M6K 2C3
Include your name and full mailing address with postal code. Spring
Wind is published by the Zen Lotus Society, a nonprofit .reliqious

organization.
.
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PRIMARY POINT welcomes them with enthusiasm. We
to
we

encourage readers to respond
fill out and return the enclosed readership survey, so that
the paper and make it more responsive to your needs. D

their efforts, and especially

can' continue improving
•

•

to

'.:

I

NUNNERY AND BUDDHIST'RETREAT
CENTER OPENS IN 'COLORAD'O
Chan-Nhu, a Buddhist pagoda with fa
cilities for residential meditation courses,
has been opened in Lakewood, CO, near
Denver. The nunnery is open to Buddhist
nuns and laywomen of all traditions for visiting and practice. The emphasis is on si
lent retreats, especially in Vipassana style,

The

'

.

Take up a blade

of grass

and construct

treasure

a

self-supporting

king's lend;

enter into a particle of dust
and rum the great dharma wheel.

-Dagen Zeriji

.

JOIN US
FOR THE WINTER TRAINING PERIOD

under the direction of Maezumi Roshi

,

World Peace",' by Samu Sunim, president
of the Zen Lotus Society which has temples
in Toronto, Michigan and Mexico. The
group has issued written statements concer

ning the .phasing

out of the Cambodian

SNOW LION
For

more

information write

or

call:

ZCLA Training Department, 923 South Normandie Avenue
Los

Angeles, California

90006

(213) 387-2351

re-

opened this

summer

.

T.N.

In the spring of 1988 a Buddhist
women's conference will be held. For infor
mation about the nunnery and its events,
nun.

write to:

.

Rev. Martha Dharmapali
Chan-Nhu Buddhist Pagoda
7201 �I;st Bayaud Place
Lakewood, CO 80226

New Buddhist Social Action
In December 1986 a new Buddhist social
action group was' formed: called "Bud
dhists Concerned for Social Justice and

center was

Chan-Nhu, originally from
Vietnam, and is coordinated by Rev.
Martha Dharmapali, an American Buddhist

(insight meditation). Women exploring the
nun's life are particularly encouraged to
visit. There are facilities for self retreats as
well as teacher-led retreats. For nuns, room
is free but nuns inust be

new

by Rev.

Group

Formed

fugee camps in Thailand, capital punish
ment, and in support of the People's Bud
dhist Movement in Korea. The new group.
urges social service as a good Dharma prac
tice especially for laypeople. For more in
formation, write Zen Lotus Society, 46
Gwynne

Avenue,

Toronto,

Ontario,

Canada M6K 2C3.

PUBLICATIONS.

Snow Lion Publications is dedicated to the preservation and promotion of Tibetan culture. Founded
in 1980 following a visit of His Holiness the Dalai Lama to Ithaca, Snow Lion now publishes IS to 20
boob a year on Tibetan Buddhism, Tibet; and related fields. They offer a wide variety of books, pos
ters, cards, video and audio tapes as well as beautiful dharma items through their mail, order catalog
and retail store. You may receive their excellent newsletter and catalog simply by contacting them at:
Snow Lion

Publications, P.O. Box 6483, Ithaca, NY 14851, (607) 273-8506.
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of the "Engaging American Buddhism"
retreat and experiment for artists with Thich Nhat
Hanh at the Ojai Foundation May 1-12

OCTOBER 1987

An account
,'.

(The follo .....ing

account is drawn from

than 60 artists

ill

a

retreat journal

,"MA Y OUR BODIES BECOME A
tnoughts arc very simple: heaven
on the earth, horne, just taking
simple steps, happiness." (Thay)
Sitting under the medicine tree, 50 quiet
folks. Ike hum. Waiting, not waiting,
readiness, not even readiness. Just being
there. No thought of enlightenment or
teaching, no teacher, no student. Thay
comes slowly. Goes down to the Dharma
yurt to get a cushion. Prep. is xiow=-cvcry
thing moves slowly here. but no one seems
uptight about it. Sense of having "enough"
time is delightful. It feels very old, very
ordinary. A man in robes sitting under a
tree.
Simple, everyday. Serene. From
Thay'x Dharma talk:

kept bJ' Ellen Sidor. one of
ltl-day retreat last May

unusual and historic

participating
Ojai Foundation, high up ill the foothills above Santa Barbara ill southern
California Special thanks go, to Thay (Vietnamese Zen Master Thich Xhut Hanh)
and his senior assistant Sister Phuong, the Ojai Foundation staff and founder Joan
Halifax (a long-time student of Zen Master Seung Sahn), and Marlow Hotchkiss
and Cynthia Jurs, coordinators of the retreat. The basic concept for the retreat
flo .....ed forth from Thay's idea of artists as 'lineage holden' 'for the culture and that
Buddhism can most fully take root ill A merican culture with the active participation
of artists who are practicing. The three basic elements to be joined were a firm 11fI
derstanding of the Dharma, meditation practice, and artists in their art process.
The song/poem bJ' Deena Metzger and Betsy Rose is used with permission, Many
of the quotes used ill the journal cannot be attributed; thou that can are so noted.
Participants lived in tents and a fell' guest yurts scattered about the Ojai property.
The daily schedule included {III early morning meditation, breakfast, samu (work per
iod in which people could choose the area they wanted to work in), a 45-minute
..... alking meditation, Dharma talk by TJIl/Y, then lunch.
After lunch there lI'as free
time for studio ..... ork or gatherings, a tea ceremony (for the first three days) in which
much group sharing I\�/J done, allot her sitting period, then supper. 111 the evening
the time WlB' spent in a big gathering. either sharing a common project like gatha
writing or watching live or slide presentations of each other's art, and a closing
sitting,
As the retreat got underway it rapidly became apparent that there were I1Uj'IY
agendas being ..... orked on, probably too many. To llst'just a fell': working Oil Thay's
agenda of creating forms for American Buddhism, slowing down and being on
retreat (ill the case of some artists, their first experience), exploring feminist forms
within Buddhism, the I I-step program and iIJ relationship to Buddhism, networking
..... ith other artists,
working Oil one's 011'11 projectts), and last but 1I0t least, trying to
stay with the schedule. For most of the first week, Thay insisted that ..... e keep silence
at meals. which created all interesting tension as ideas. network ing and mirth bub
bled increasingly forth. An everpresent sound lI'as the mindfulness bell, rung
throughout the day sometimes as often as el''ery ! 5 minutes, to remind us to stop
what we were doing, breathe and smile.
On the final day, we offered a public performance to share the experiment with
several hundred invited guests and dignitaries. The following two days, for those
who could stay ..... ere for rest and evaluation of the retreat. Unfortunately there is
not enough space in this publication (0 give more than a brief taste of the retreat. A,
fuller. richer account of it, including contributions from the many notable artists
present and their follow-up discussions, will be published hopefully sometime next
year. To add your name to a list to receive information. please write to: l.ightworks,
more

all

at the

..

.
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"
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Cumber/and, RI, is planning

IO-day artists

information
Five

'
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dren,
wheelbarrows. and stones everywhere.'
"The valley of the moon" -stark mountain'
boulder-strewn.

Hummingbirds.
growing everywhere. Joan (Halifax)
said last night that there
i's,�met;hing. irre
pressible. something t1�fl-t"<\,mable here,'
wild? Last nig.pt lik'e a burst of
something
cheering from an at'hletic fi-eld, coyotes)n
range.

sage

....

full

melodic

children.

�trangely

voices

cry.

like

I

tree todaySitting under the teach,iog
;:r·
nI
hungry, sleepy. listeninl? tSl.;T.?ay Jalk about
.

.

..

simpIe'terms: how to
tanger_ine! BeiMt �er� and not

mindfulness in such

really
losing

eat a

the present
future. Learning

moment'M Pll'rsuit of the
t� br�athe' 'mindfully,
..,

learning (0 smile.
Standing in line (actuaIlY.'a polite mob)
last night to sign the meal "rota"-feeling
irritated, rushed. wanting to return to my
tent. get away, whatever-so typical of
"not here" mind. Wanting to leave the
,

'_

';'-

is made from

of-suffering

are

a

Tea ceremony. Monday
to
the
the offering

wonderful.

will wither like

enough-you

'water.

out

On

to

"heroic

Centers

must'

You

yourself

open

we

Suffering
also

a

Pours into

Like

a

me

cataract of wine

Reddening the sea
And I'm drowning
In a drunken melody
Whkh is still

Whkh is still
And if I do not
And if I

flower with

speak.

I will die

speak. this silence

Which has become my breath
Will disappear

and

the wonderful.

many .Zen
do violence to ourselves. When

sitting"-'.'In

Silence'
Breaks

force

something like that. it will bounce
back. Our body has a habit of recuperat
ing. We need to learn the non-violent way
of sitting."
we

Marlow taking
Buddha-walking

....

Silence

not

emphasize

here.

SII.ENCE

very irn

is

hearts

slowly, mindfully, shyly, a lot like Jesse did
(his JO-year old son) the last two days. See-

less-we make them up. First recognize
them, by breathing. Life is both dreadful
and

eame to tears.

lot of good

a

awareness.'

is

whatever. I felt chills of

or

and often

emerginl

opport unuy to be ha,»
cannot be happy now, the»

you

went to

friendships already underway, a sense of in
credible leisure to explore whatever is
People's personalities are begin
ning to emerge. especially through the
works that were shared last night. The won
derful silliness of play without alcohol or
party food or even music-c-how amazing!

portant part of growing up as a human be
ing. But some kinds of suffering are use

Like

over me

an

avalanche of

Burying

the trees

And I'm

dreaming

snow

frozen melody
Whichiswhite

Of

Sunday evening presentations: "Our art is
our practice" our art is how we transform
The
our
suffering." (Joan Halifax)
meeting of the Buddha and the God
'dess-theme? Koan? Try to imagine what
that
meeting ,would be like. (Anna
The Three Fates. updated: the
Douglas)

a

Which is white

.....

receive

! .�.

artists.,

There

an

TV program.
"The awareness

"

mountains, sun, chil
YUTts: ;;iorful foo,1:'t�vo;'0Id dqgs"

dozen

to

resonance

"Solitude-dwelling in the present
moment and not worrying about us being
attached to past or Future. Solitude is the
base for contact with others, Solitude
means getting in touch with yourself. Many
of us are afraid of being alone-so often we
do not have the courage to turn off a.boring

about this retreat.

,

:.,.";--

..... ish

if you

I I'

py.

retreat

dence Zen Center, 528 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI 02864

like this is

whe;l? Happiness

ill early July 1988. with a
relaxed schedule and non-hierarchal structures. Please ..... rite to the Director, Provi
a

ple got up and
spoke or sang

walk

Sitting

Route 7, Box 123C, Old Santa Fe Trail, Santa Fe, NM 87505.
In the spirit of continuing the experiment begun at Ojai, the Prol'id;nce Zen Cen
ter in

ers

is

to

rime as peo
the eenter and either

of the culture." Time after

moon-so

And if I do not speak. I will die
And if I speak. this silence
'

Which
Will

has become

disappear

'my

breath

,

.....

energy

field and yet dra\\n

to

it.

S_uch

a

'ny idea: really, �etling
'gether to meditate and turning'them
on

this land! It

t'eels good! Usually

touching"-he;e
A group of

to

make

it

possiblliti�s.'
".

on

a

power

Celtic

a

idea is

to

nurturing, inviting.

In

that spot. I walked it, yes·
was
entranced
by the
.

"Fhis �in� of silence;

four

o'f

us are

qigging

a terrace

Hot ,work_:_full

spot.

And if I do

not speak. I will die
And if I speak. this silence
Whkh has become my breath

below the
sun.

great

view" cutting into old sod to 'create a path
for walking and meditation. It.took a while
for the four of us to get into a team effort,
but once we did, a rhythm established itself.
Much water needed! The little park seems
to

invite

our

energy.

it<is so�swoot

I fear that it has nl) end

Fasting still, feels good, light,
'tight. full'of electrons. At samu this a.m.,
Third da}.

Will

disappear

fc) 1987 Deena

Metzger
Betsy Rose

,

,

f, "f

like
afternoon

..

"Tan

,

cups. J.·,litter their

"

Walking meditation: "Let your feet make a
'peace treaty with the floor-first step. con
tact; second step, treaty." (Thay)
Watching two rabbits, frolicking and
foot-fighting-a prelude to ? Just coming
out of afternoon sitting, people half-way up
the hillside, watching, chuckling-inno
cent, free. In tInear the edges

'-'P
01

afternoon sun, rabbits
,he meadow, grazing.

alert but not afraid of

Even the

dogs
ignore them Sense of spaciousness, 15
minutes before dinner bell, eternity-bird
song. crickets. mountain sound. A flute
playing up the hill. truck going by. How
ordinary. how miraculous that time has
us.

...

so.

recapping the day.
evening
quality of striving. of overcom
ing, breathe and smile (Thay) Beginning
to compose "the American gatha"-taking

Saturday

'Walking meditation' instruction: breathe
a thread through sheets of papeL Eaeh

'

Ceremony'. Saturd:,:ty
gerine peels, empty tea

slowed

creator. the pres,erver, the transformer.

pO"Yer

loo\out. J"he

Tea

presence.

if's "not

neglected-has

welcomjng,

Lots of energy
terday and

loose

the land.

"are- working

us

spot that has been
.maze and fantastic

to

"touch. please."

it's

Shape, flO\\·. listen

fun

bunch of artists

a

a

step

page,

the

breath

holding,

them

together. (Thay)
Walking on the same trail, yet it is never
the same. Today hot, breezy, a burst" of
gratitude for the little winds that come
ihrough the woods. Using Thay's walking
meditation gatha all the way (When I walk,
my mind goes in a million directions; now I
walk in peace. With eaeh step I create a
warm
breeze� with eaeh step a lotus
blooms), managed to cut down a lot of ex
traneous
thinking. Just being here is
enough, complete. The picture: Thay walk
ing ahead of us with his Vietnamese hat and
brown robes- learning so much from how

long line of
him like beads on a
hind
/
he walks-the

us

strung

out be

string-breath

is

thread, each step is a bead. So simple
that we usually miss it. Day after day we are
asleep!
the

ing the child in the adult, the adult in the
"Thank you to this very special
for giving liS shade, that's been sining
here much longer than we have." (Mayumi
Oda) Sister Phuong suggested that she paint
The architect of the reflect
it sometime

child

....

tree

....

ing pool

who lived under this .tree for six

weeks, said

important
is

tree

to

Joan that this would be very
day Geomancers said this

some

vortex

a

who

...

of energy

planted
happiness"-book
Mayumi.
man

on

this ridge. "A
and
grew

trees

recommended

by

The foundations of this experiment (as
given to Joan by Thay) an! �hree, like a tri
pod: the teachings, the organization of the
community, and the financial structure.
Dharma is a ,growing reality. As the Buddha
taught and met many more people, his
teaching became multi-faceted.... More

....

Relax the

"The Dharma is not

...

Campbell

from Vietnamese and translated into 'En

glish, then
brainstorming.

used

as

a

basis

"People wh'o have to smile on' their'
jobs, actually live longer." "Forty-eight
hours after he died. Gregory Bateson

This is really a remarkable coming
together. All sorts of mirth bubbles up like
a river running through eaeh of us-just the
simple joy of bein\g here, being wh'o we are.
Thay puts us [he tasks: to create gathas,

smiled. If he could do it under those cir·

songs,

stand the culture. What

cumstances. I guess I

our

thiS society?

=

heart.

J

-y

soup.

for

Resistance to smiling practice: let it roll.
of the mouth
softening of the

Softening
f

something readymade, like

"

can

try."

as

Walking meditation instruction, Sunday
"Be like an astronaut who knows
3.m
.....

this is his last few hours,

stranded

on

the

a way of American Buddhism that is
way. suited to our language. Last night

J01m presented the plan for the evening,

there

was

thusiasm.

surge of excitement, real en
This is what we have been made
a

for, summoned to,

as

"the

languag�

hold-

,

than 40 sehools of Buddhism after the first
100

years

s,ince his nirvana. Therefore,

Dharma doors should be open. The
Dharma is not something ready-made, Uke
Campbell soup. We must deeply under

more

are

the

problems of

The birth of art forms is very necessary
practice of the Dharma: We must be

for the
brave

enough

the Dharma.

to see what goes

Community

along with

life should

be
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PRAYER-STICK FOR THE WORLD"

Monday evening discussion

....

Invitation

consciousness, Thay explained,
plays a great
role. When he greeted us before meditation
this morning, he said he hoped we were not
delivering a baby, but that we were preg

to

....

agenda and people not
ing excited about. the context. Discussion
about project vs. process. Feeling of being
invited-to not do anything in particular.
The anarchism of artists-not willing to
be led. Struggling to integrate the pro

serve

him

tea, let

some

time when
etc. is also

not

working, painting,

-;t.,..

we

are

work of art. A true Buddhist

a

at the same time as

only

Tuesday evening
of

or seven

.

...

Clearly

a

light
people

lot of

a.m. after walking medita
Grandfather Semu this a.m. (a

Wednesday
tion

...

met

Chumash Indian medicine
the

night

after

man). He spent
making visits to prisons in
his people are held. He is an

which some of
Oak Medicine man-beautiful face, calm
energy. At the breakfast circle (around the
cottonwood tree) he said, "Welcome to my
was a general laugh, buthow
suffering lies behind that simple state
ment. I am constantly amazed how people
like 'him, like Thay and Mahaghosananda,
can walk around in this world with so much
joy, having seen so much suffering. Their

land." There
much

is

secret

a

profound

Wednesday

I'

...Thay's talk on the
"interbeing"-the cloud and

...

.

when most of us
perhaps
working, producing alone.
....

arriving.

of paper "interare." Without one,
you will not have' the other. Also in the
blank sheet of paper is the sun and the rain.

,

.

They also "interarc." Also the forest-it·
takes many trees to produce the Sunday NY
Times. You also see the logger and his daily
bread, andour minds are there, too. There
is nothing that is not already there, coexist
ing with the sheet of paper. You cannot be
yourself alone-you must "interbe." To be
to "interbe."

it is empty. To be empty, is to be empty
,.

That is

or

where the horse is

going. Our fear makes us continue. The last
few days we have been practicing stopping,
aimlessness and have begun to be alive.
Walking meditation is a wonderful way to
learn the art of stopping.
Our civilization is based

.".

,

World' suffering are

on

..

Wednesday night presentations

...

a

lot of

energy tonight. Announcements: a meeting
tomorrow about healing/transforma

Walking mandala meeting.
Caterpillars are causing rashes. People want
to see more of the performances. Also we
tion/service.

still haven't "introduced" ourselves. Peo
ple want to hear more about struggles and
process of art, in small groups. Maybe a
map of what's going on and where. "Art is

really

a

celebration of

A women's

"In

practice

our

will' meet under the

Zen

the idea of

exploitation for human benefit. Even artists
look at things and people with an eye to
profit; but. if we do that, we cannot really
enter into their' reality. Pragmatism-the
truth is something that pays. Meditation-a
way to truth with a 'payment' at the end?
How can we bring elements to a civilization
that uses everything? A poem, article,.
painting about stopping, about aimlessness,
can we do that?" (Thay)

In the morning Dharma talk, Thai talked
about the Tiep Hien Order and its precepts
Said of the retreat, its weakness is that there
are no children artists, At the end of the
talk he invited... some of the new song
.

versions of the gathas, promises (vows) and
the Heart Sutra to be sung. One was a very

funny version with guitar (rock & roll,
western & folk) sung by Wendy and
Stephanie from Green Gulch.

ourselves .... �
"

Centers,

do

we

.

..

Thursday a.m
Thay's talk; prefaced by
the singing of a chant by Sister Phuong,
written by Thay during the/worst part of the
....

Vietnam War. A talk about art' without
using the word "art." Buddhism is a heal
ing power, but if you give it a name, it will
have less power. We have to be able to see
Buddhism in non-Buddhist elements, other
wise

find it anywhere. Gradu
doesn't take 12
The
years-you can do it right now
vision of inter-being, of non-duality, can be
the beginning of a new civilization. But the
we

ating'

cannot

from

Buddhism

....

seeds

in

are

already present in

our own

..

'1

nf'

J

..

.

,

earthy smell everywhere.
Now
&

we

passed

sit in silence

as

the tea is

around. A final rest &

poured

breathing,

space before we stop being "guests" & start
being "hosts" for the multitude expected
to arrive today. Some feelings of resent
ment/encroachment are appearing-our
cosy little community is going to be invaded
by those outside. Yet it all fits perfectly
Having received the seed, the torch, it is our
obligation to share it, to pass it along, to

..

tonight. Marlow suggests that the
work period should be-a mindfulness prac
tice. Silence and breathing' and mindful
A pebble ceremony will be
working.
planned.
.

'

Sunday'a.m :-.final tea ceremony and presentation of dinslght" poems
everyone
I(
dressed up again and carried a flower. A
heavy mist cov�r� the mountains, no sign of
the sun, althougb damp, it is not cold, just
clammy. Moisture on the tent's, a faint

country

violence to
we have to learn the non-violent way of

many

sitting.

understanding."

moon
won

hardly know how to stop, that is
our trouble. If we continue like this, the de
struction of our planet is unavoidable. It's
like a person on a galloping horse who does
stop

,

something.

are

derful. We

not know how to

r

sheet

this. If we do not take care of these things
(like Third World suffering), we will not
continue in our prosperity. Already 'the

after

without

(

one.

a.m.

Heart Sutra

the

without the sense of masks and poses so evi
dent in the first days. I think we are begin
ning to believe we are really here, together,
with this unusual and incredible chance to
meet each other, work together in a dif
to

,',
I

,

Wealth is made of poverty, and poverty

...

used

...

in the di

.

is made of wealth. We must understand

walking meditation
again hot. Now many people walking
barefoot. Symptoms are beginning to ap
pear: poison oak, blisters, fatigue, tears,
one small freak-out. People are settling in

"Walking

moving

are

...

Australia

rection of harmony.

of

,»:

so

documentary film about Thay in'
by Gillian Coote, called "The
another documentary
Awakening Bell"
film about two elderly Japanese artists wit
nessing Hiroshima, called "Hellfire."
Friday

century! Many

Bodhisat-tva-hood.

and

of

works

sion" about American Buddhism.

slide presentation. Six
our work.

Fantastic view into the 21st

yet,

.

;-.�./��
'Cr
.....

ferent way

...

The sheet of paper is made only of non
paper elements; it is full of everything. And

�{(��a.m.

Thursday night presentations
Incredibly
moving' songs by Betsy Rose, about
alcoholism, secrets, silence and a request
from Thay to really address our "commis

art.

photograph of

a

society

Tuesday

hisiher

showed slides of

us

seeds of the Third
deeply within our

.

arrangement, song-a two-hour period to
meditate, breathe, 'smile and produce a
brief work of art.

being.

means

�\_J\.\
([.--1
\
>

work of art.vso the

He suggests a studio time for "peace be
with meditation-a poem, flower

ing" art,

...

cosy

_...._

a

your

a

feeling develop. The silence is particu)
larly important."

is

The work of art is

of

used to the house"

nant. Each minute

practices joy

foundness of the Dharma and the Dharma
art.
Feeling of resistance to being
violated, programmed.
Creating who I am, discovering who we
are is Buddhism. Mayumi: conference feels
a little bit confined, a little too "sweet."
Kaz Tanahashi: very excited about being
here and being at a turning point in Bud
dhism. Very grateful to Thay. Did Jesus call
himself a Christian? Do we really want to
limit this wonderful vessel by giving it a
name? Feeling excited by the challenge of
the vision Thay offered.
Others: these feelings are a response to
Thay's invitation. Concern about wanting
to heal the world and working on it by heal
ing oneself-looking at one's dark side and
trying to "be peace." Pleased at Thay's
recognition of artists as those who carry the
images of the culture. Exciting to be invited
to work together. Want opportunities to
share feelings together: your releasing of
'your anguish heals me. Is that the feminine
side of Buddhism manifesting right here
and now? Always before a hierarchy, a
patriarch and a pyramid.
Thay: "Buddhism is the vision of togeth
erness. Like inviting a'friend to a meal. In
vite him inside, take his coat, let him get

and South Africa.

the storehouse consciousness

so far
Big
resisting the
feeling that, but 'be

the bell is still the best part
about
people

discussion

Nicaragua, El Salvador, the Middle East

In artistic

simple. Simple life is the only way out of
our present problems. "You must deeply un
derstand your society, as well as the pre
cepts of Buddhism." (Thay)

accept any that weren't enlightened. But we
all got transmission, he said.
Different feeling today-people more
into their trips, less meditative. The end is
being felt, that magical sense of so many
possibilities has closed down some. I finish
ed my adobe (wall) carving, a lot easier to
day because Brother John and the crew got
a tarp up over the area. Jack was shirtless
and doing an. Indian chant with a drum the
whole time," involving the Celtic maze.
Sounded a bit mournful.
Joan mentioned last night about the mor
atorium" coming at Ojai, when everyone is
being asked to leave until September. Said
all the staff were processing their farewells.
For some, it may be permanent. So there is
a preoccupied mood about, partly from the
artists, dealing with the on-coming end of
this experiment. A sense of a special place
and time never to be retrieved.

traditions. The

this

civilization,

"policy"

of in

terbeing would, have saved many lives. Viet
nam (war) has not ended, it is present in

Friday evening presentations

...

the Travel

Jewish Theatre

(Naomi & Albert), Bra
zilian jungle sounds participatory opera,
slides of paintings and photographs, video
of a bathing and whale music event in Ger
many by Mickey, and incredible Fran
Peavey & Atomic Comics.
ling

a.m. Precepts of the Tiep Hien
"With clear voice,
Order of Interbeing
Buddha
greets me this mountain
morning-birdsong, mist rising." Everyone

Saturday

....

offered flowers to the Buddha and a poem
or object. People were as dressed up as they
could be, given our tent city lifestyle.
The tempo is really increasing. Many
visitors

coming tomorrow, including,
possibly the Governor. We are gearing up
for performances. Each person has been
asked to write an enlightenment poem to
offer during the early a.m. tea ceremony to
morrow. Thay said in the old days, the
Master would check these poems and not
are

nurture

it. So

even

before

we

leave to sort

out the tremendous

implications & respons
ibilities of this retreat, we are being asked to
share our insights & this nurturing space.
Over the last few days people have men
tioned continuity-it seems that breathing &
the IS-minute bell (sometimes 30 minute,
and at meals sometimes S!) that recalls us to
it have been very significant in reminding us
we would have been
habit of ceaseless preoc
cupation with past & future, without such
tools. Therefore thank you, bell & breath.

to be mindful. I doubt

able to break

our

Ellen Sidor has been associated with PRI
MAR Y POINT since its inception in 1983.
A projessional stone sculptor as well as an

editor, she has been a student oj Zen
Seung Sahn since 1981. She has two
teenage daughters and lives in Providence,
'RI,· where she runs a meditation support
Master

group called The Meditation Place.
I
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But Chi

ALREADY HOME

he
er

Continued from page I

Ch'ang was still very brash and
said, "L'vc come to see if you're a great

school of music in the country) and went to
teach at Yale, Everything wa» sort of idyl

archer than I am." At that

lic, in many

turned and
over

thought I would finish that talk' tonight.
(laughter) I'm finally going to tell my story.

China,

moment

he

high

at

the' old

him and said, "I

man

you're

see

to be the greatest
practiced martial arts

and up
went

went plummet ing down. Suddenly he was,
absolutely gripped with fear. He crawled
back down the ledge and held onto a large

named Wei Fei,
Chi

Ch'ang

went ioscc

Wei Fci and said,

The old

teach me." Wei Fci said, "If you want to
become a great archer, first you must learn
blink. Come back. and

not to

you can't blink

Chi

sec me

when

anymore."
home and

went

man

gave a little lift and the bird flew oil.
The old man reached down to Chi Ch 'ang

Los

heard

Nobody

ledge with

the

enjoyed

most in life

He watched this

for
The

,.

legend

I

thing all day,

says

that

he got

to

day,

every
at

me

Chi

the

point
so long

not

eyelids.

talking, "I, I,

He went back to see the teacher, and
said, "Master, now I don't blink." Wei Fci
said, "Oh, very good. Now you must learn

talked about himself when he

the window

the back of the Dharma hall.
Year after year he sat and stared at it. Fi

\

J.

had lived

"Okay,

let's

t'_

see

what you c'an do."

Wei

bed a thorn bush and deflected the arrow as
it came by. Then the two men embraced.
(laughs) Things were different in those

days.
But Wei Fei knew he had

a

problem. He

had to get Chi Ch'ang out of town as fast as
possible. So he told him, "You know, I'm
not really the best archer, but there's a
great, great archer in Tibet on Mount Ho
that you must now go study with. He lives
way up in the mountains, and you must
find him. His name is Kan Ying."

Chi Ch 'ang took the 100ig journey, travel
ling over a thousand miles. It was said by
the time he reached the top of the moun
tain, his ankles were bruised and his legs
were all bloody. He finally reached the top
of the mountain and

went

into

a cave

where

old man, older than anybody he
seen
before. It was almost

frightening how the old man looked: he had
long white hair that hung all the way down
to his heels. He looked maybe 200 years
old.

on

the

a

are

located in

interesting

very

culture,

to

live

was

next

door

morning

to

I'd go

thing
place

about 35 miles

Always before,
the Zen Center,
to practice, and

table,

to

Chi

to

adapt

to

that

that

we were

[distance],

very bad time. We hated

ou t

here and I'm miserable." So I

quit going to Tahl Mah Sah for something
like six months, that was late 1979, early
1980.

Soen Sa Nim
me on the

foryou

to

.carne through town and
telephone. "It's necessary
come give a Dharma speech," he'

said. "I don't know, Soen Sa Nim," I said,
"I haven'! been practicing." He said, "No,
it's

,

necessary for you, to come give a
Dharma speech." So I went to Tahl Mah
Sah and went t.h.w4gh .the motions of giving
a Dharma talk. Soen Sa Nim was there, and
I'll always be eternally grateful to him, It's
interesting, because we've never had a really
close relationship in terms of small talk, but
somehow he perceived the situation, It was
one of those important moments in my life

nephew,

I'll live here
me,

That's the main

ways,

But,

completely
means anything special.
My life has been very interesting, particu
larly in the last seven or eight years. I was
born into a very poor family and my par
ents always felt that they had been held
back by lack of education, so the idea of
education was very important. When I was
growing up, I always did well in school.
Then I got a PhD, taught at Oberlin College
(which is probably the best undergraduate

point
being

here

some

faces that started with

me

in New

Haven many years ago are missing. Many
of us have come through our practice to

those

where it's

moments

either get back

on

a

crisis

state.

You

ledge with the archer,

the

you don't. l.want to urge all of you who

or

have this wonderful
Zen Centers and

opportunity, living in
forth, to really take ad

so

vantage of that because many of you won't
be in this situation all of your lives.
What happened to me was that I was able

practice, practice, practice-then

to

my
very weak after a while and' I
wasn't able to do all of that training any

But the momentum of my practice al
me to build a zendo in my home, and

more,

lowed

Very soon after that, a new
appeared for me to teach and lead at
a dojo close to my home. I've been doing
that now for a couple of years and I have 12
continue,
group

14 students

or

who

sit with.

me

all the time.

Many opportunities wilt appear out of
making this commitment, just to make this
your home, right where you are at this
moment.

I alluded to the fact that California is

an

and since this is

a

radio station that sells stars. It's

business, low

cosmos

a

a

overhead. You send the

chart. Your star is in the

sary to send

"Many of

have come through
our practice to these moments
when it's a crisis state."
us

practice,

After I'd given my talk, he told a story
about Chao Chou. You know, Chao Chou
trained under Nam Ch'uan and had some

of

understanding when he was 17 years
old. But he stayed with Nam Ch'uan until
he was 60, refining, refining. When Nam
Ch'uan died, Chao Chou decided he would
go out and rest himself. So he traveled for
20 years all over China. All he did was en
gage in Dharma combat. He would go to a
go up to the Master sitting at the
front of the dais and challenge him. He

temple,

could beat everyone, so they were all ter
rified of hill. (It's similar to the stories
about

Layrian Pang.) He rode his

own

are

already

a

home, but the whole

our

is. already

already belong

sort

non-attached 10 the idea that it

about

most

the whole earth

of these ceremonies until he

she becomes

I have. The

thing I
[on the East
Coast] is looking out and seeing a lot of
faces that I know and feeling lonesome.
miss

walking, and' he was a little bit
funky Zen Center they had
and he was sort of apologizing to Soen Sa
Nim. Soen Sa Nimlaughed and said, "But
the whole world is my home. Why worry
about these things?"
So I hit you, Soen Sa Nim. Not only is

and

or

was

ashamed of the

to

all

year, five years, 50 years,

one

whatever, this is my home. That
getting back up on the ledge.

but

were

thought that this event was very high
class, and that they were now different
from us. I think one is not ready 10 even
begin thinking about being involved in one
we

a

One of my favorite stories about Soen Sa
comes from Line [Rhodes]. He said
back in the early days he and Soen Sa Nim

meant.

oneof these Certification
Assemblies before, I remember when Soen
Sa Nim announced that Bobby [Rhodes]
and George [Bowman] were going 10 be
come Master Dharma Teachers, it was JUS!
before ·1 moved out 10 California. They
both got up and gave ialks, saying the ice
cream still tastes the same and all that, but,

riding

Nim

homage to this great man, who understood
so deeply what it meant to be a great archer
that he no longer even knew what the bow

been

been

over

a star, and
heavens,

put their rules away,
the poets put their pens away, the musicians
broke the strings on their instruments-in

never

said, "I've

radio station $100 and they sell you a stat.
They send you a certificate with your name

away-the carpenters'

I've

home?"

no

said, okay, tomorrow morning and every
morning, 35 miles to Tahl Mah Sah. Maybe

good

arrow were.

an interesting story.
big day for me, in many

said,

your head and

on

China for the last 20 years,
but today I got kicked by an old ass."
Soen Sa Nirn told this story, and sudden
ly I realized, this is my home. That night I

on

a

many years

Chou

Chao

what the bow and

This is

so

you still have

there's

So that's

from?"

come

The bid monk looked at him and
"You have

nephew said, "Oh uncle, you know.
Quit putting me on," Chi -Cb 'ang said,
"No, what is fhis?" Then the nephew real
ized that Chi' Ch 'ang no longer even knew
After Chi CIi'ang died, it was said jhat
for one month people put their tools

,

"Where do you

Chao Chou said, "I have no home.
travel all over, testing everybody."

Enlighten
ment Day, everyone has been talking about
stars. [Buddha saw the morning star and
got enlightenment.] Well, in California

The

and arrow

!;lven

"

interesting place

Ch'ang

the table and

up an arrow. Turning to his
he said, "what is this?!'

picked

Ts'ung Shen (Chao Chou's

am

name).

body got

called

When

temple and went up to the old Zen Master.
The Zen Master, Chu Yu, looked at him
and bowed. "Who are you?"

.

or so

didn't like

come

Because he didn't shoot,

walked in, he wenr.over

only Chi Ch'ang had an arrow left� He
aimed it straight at his teacher's heart. The
teacher reached behind himself and grab

ever

back.
every

was

arrows

bow and shot at his teacher. His teacher
what was happening and took up his
bow and shot back. The two arrows hit in
mid-air. Back and forth they shot, until

saw an

came

though

year of his life, he went to the
house of one of his nephews, a man who
had taken up the art and science of archery,
like his uncle. The nephew had his bow and

.saw

had

even

never

years old.
In the last

well known.

"

he

this"-l1e

legends grew bigger.

It

Supposedly he
could shoot at a willow leaf a hundred yards
away and put five arrows through it. So Chi
Ch'ang stood up andjshot five arrows
straight through the willow leaf. Wei Fei
bowed very deeply and said, "Yes, indeed,
you are a very great a rcher.
Chi Ch'ang was satisfied. He went .home,
feeling very good. But that .night he started
thinking. "I wonder ifL'rn as good as my
teacher.. The problem is, I know I'm good,
but I wonder. if'l 'm as good as he is." In his
mind he was .asking, who, is better?
About two days later he was walking
down the road and saw his teacher walking
on the oiher side. They both had bow and
arrows. Suddenly Chi Ch 'ang took up his
were

want

thing,

arrow.

interesting place, It
Wrestling

the World

California,
anything about the situation.
This was kind of a down period in my life.
I had been practicing about six years with
Soen Sa Nim 'at that time, and I was think
ing, "That son of a, bitch, he got me to
we

always

was

said that birds wouldn't fly over
his house, they would go around it. It was
said that a burglartried to break into the
house one night and a force blew him off
the window.tandso on. Chi Chang's repu
tation got bigger and-everybody thought of
him as a great man, He lived to be about 85

at

nally the tiniest insect began to look as big
as 'a! beetle.uhen as.big as a frog, and.finally
as-big.as arhorse-So he could-really look,
He went .back 'to his teacher and said,
"Now I know how to look ." Wei Fei said,
Fei's skills

bow and

the

It's

could afford

was a

was now the greatest arch
in the world and they hailed him as the
great master, no one actually saw him shoot

a

very

then I got angry about the situation. My
wife was pregnant with our second baby. It

er

Chi Ch'ang went home again and decided
what [0 do. He found the tiniest insect and
put it on a leaf and had his servant put it on

Angeles.

there, I tried

body assumed he

.

_

and Zen."

different. Whereas before he

how to look."

a

For the first six weeks

of the mountains, but everyone noticed
when he returned home that he was very

And the funniest

is

nothing that

and every
so forth.

out

I-I

for

...

where he could hold his eyes open
that a spider actually put a web between his

comes this guy who's been causing all
the trouble." Chao Chou came into the

"Here

mule all

away from the Zen Center.

Ch 'ang for almost 20 years. He had disap
peared. Twenty years later he carne down

all.

comes, you better

he got to Chao Chou Mountain.
ran in and told the Zen Master,

Finally

at

Los

So my wife and I arrived and the first
that we discovered was that the only

sitting around with other
leather patches on the sleeves

until he didn't blink

two years

at

Federation and Joan Rivers

was

professors in tweed coats with
and talking about American transcendentalism

oh, here he

,

The monks

"I

job offers

Angeles

Los

is

we

about

it

,

Los Anuclcs.

on

so

Seen Sa Nim. I told him

to

and also

ledge. Way up
could barely see. The old man pointed his
finger and the bird came dropping way
down and lighted on his hand. Then the old

you."
anyt hing

Yale in my field,

Master. "Oh
watch ""!."

on.

such and such
Angeles. Seen Sa
Nim said, "Ah Los Angeles-good! Tahl
Mah Sah [then a fledgling Zen Center]
needs help." I thought about it and said,
"That's a good idea. I'll go to Los Angeles
and help Tahl Mah Sah." So I moved to
had these

I

we

"What I had

talk

went to

places,

laughed and went up on the
high there was a bird you

and said, "Come up
now
and I will teach

at

mule, and it got to the point when he was
approaching a temple, the monks would see
him coming and run to tell their Zen

.

man

lay down
next to his wife's sewing machine, and put
his eyeball right next to the treadle going up
and down-diddle, diddle, diddle, diddle.

Ch'ang

I

rock.

great archer, but I hear that you're
the greatest archer in all of China, so please
a

.any kind of

permanent tenure
time to move

fell and

up his wife and they travelled about
500 miles. He wanted to study with-a teach-

packed

stayed longer

was

beginning to shake a lit tie, because he
could look straight down and see that it was
thousands of feet down. A rock

of life I had. I could have

Yale, but they don't give

sort
at

were

great-er than he was. He heard there
teacher in Han Tan Province, so he

"I'm

,

transcendentalism and Zen, That's the

can

the very top of the mountain, and
on a ledge. Chi Chang« knees

to

out

was a

er

during those years at
enjoyed most in life \\'as
sitting around with other professors in
tweed coats \\'ith leather patches on the
xlccv cs all that, and tal king abou t Ameri
Yale. What I had

and the bird fell.

eyes,

ways,

I met Socn Sa Nirn

using. a bow and arrow." Chi Ch 'aug
looked puzzled. The old man motioned to
him to 1'0110\\, and they climbed around

of my life, so I understand this kind of
energy. He was a very great archer, but he
heard that there were people in the country

--

gentle

very

looked up

most

even

a

still

who wanted

or

archer in China. I've

sa«

and shot the bird,

With

This is my favorite Zen folk talc. It's
Ch'ang, the greatest archer in

bird

up in the sky
the mountain. He took up his bow and

arrow

about Chi
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our

home. The stars

to everyone,

$100

to

It's

not neces

California. The stars

ours.

Before (he holds the Zen stick above his
head, then hits the table hard) I said, if you
don't

practice,

if you don't get back on the
what? You and

do�'t try.then

ledge,

if you

the

different, okay? No enlight
(Hits table a second time) So! Find
home, practice every day. Keep

cosmos are

enment.

your

"don't-know"

cosmos

mind. Then you and the
one. This is

and all the stars become

enlightenment

mind.

time)
Ignorance mind,

(Hits

table

a

third

enlightenment mind,

which do you want? I say they are' both

Why?
(loud shout)

rotten,

The stars

Hoh!

shining brightly
night.
Thank you.D

winter

are

in the cold
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A CI{I'JEBRATION OF WOMEN IN BUDDIDST pRACIICE
San Francisco Bay Area
Conference
March 14 and 15, 1987

ing lists,

pen.

beginning that this
be radically different'

clear from the

conference

to

was

from any we had known, We had
els, Yet our shared vision was so

were

ripe

and

an

essentially

leaderless Ior

Bay, Area 'women Irom
Zen, Tibetan and Vipassana communities
to join together for two days of shared
meditation practice and intimate small
which allowed

mat

group conversation,
It was not surprisingthat such

event

an

should emerge in the Berkeley hills, over
looking San Francisco Bay, a epicenter for

women's

the

of the

movement

hap

March dates,

remained
on

on

the

By

the end,

to

165. and 50

waiting

we

list, We

time.

miliar story could be beard. These Home
Groups met together daily, allowing contin

IS

past

right

the 150

banners and large dakini murals re
cently painted by Zen practitioner and artist.
Mayumi Oda, a participant in the COil fer
ence. The-conference began as four women
stood within the circle to speak of their per
sonal-spiritual journeys, modeling a dept h
of honesty and openness in their 'sharing,
transmitting to the group the spirit and op
portunity of the gathering. We then moved
into Home Groups of 10 women each in
which each woman's unique yet often fa

'months of intense

tion resulted in

mail

know what would

bet an

backgrounds t h rough six
planning, Our collabora

and

not

the invi

The first morning began with silent medi
tation, the entire group sitting together in
concentric circles surrounded by bright Ti-.

mod

no

present among us that it carried a diverse
group of 12 women from varied Buddhist

experiences

did

Weeks before the

women
was

we

together,

out

sangha

available spaces were-filled.
had extended the capacity

By Julie Wester
It

been called

[Buddhist] traditions

Would they come? As we sent
tations to women on Bay Area

uity and a building sense of community.
Two periods each day were scheduled
,

gathering marked a coming to
gether of women bearing within themselves
the two powerful forces of grounded femin
years, This

ist consciousness

and

maturing

as

topic-oriented groups.' Facilitators func
tioning primarily as participants were pre

Buddhist

sent

in 'each circle,

as

women

chose the

awareness.

At the present time,

integral to the vision that we came
equal participants. As the meet
together
ings of the planning group progressed, it
also became dear to us that our process in
this small group was creating a model for'
the conference itself, just as the conference
It

was

, ,

ings.
ity and
ment

as

ease,

the

a

areas

"

quite naturally, with first one, then another,'
speaking the words that were appropriate at
moment.'

any
us

It became clear that each of

had different

pieces

of

insight we needed in order to manifest
the vision.,
Such a conference was unprecedented:
ne�er before h�d women from the major-'
and

'

Purposes

particular interest- to them. The
issue of authority/power was ad-

,-

dressed in four different groups: Acknow
ledging Inner Authority, The Teacher-Stu
dent Relationship, Expressions of Feminine

-

-

Spiritual Guide. Other
addressed our relationship to Social

Power and
groups

of the information

Being

A

-

Service And Political Action, Women's Re
lationship With The Natural World, Inti
mate Relationships/Sexuality, Forms Of
Practice, Movement And Sounding, Ad

had

,

the truth of each individual. We shared our,
questions and 'fears as well as our-wisdom.
We did not always agree. U.c. Davis art
'

daily life. Sample
a

a

taste

professor and conference planning commit-,'
tee member Cornelia Schulz described it:

peaceful setting

�

of clqrity
a

guest

in,
or

resident.

our

of the conference:

share

and

explore

the

experience of women practicing Buddhism

to. empower ourselves. and each other to-trust our visions and

to support each other in
realities

shaping

a

experiences

spiritual tradition which in-eludes women's

provide the opportunity for community and exchange among Bay, Area
engaged in the many expressions of Buddhist practice

to

own

"This was a non-hierarchal structure, a safe
container in 'which women 'could relate to
each other on an equal basis, regardless of
their status in their- sanghas or the outside,
world." For women who usually function
as teachers and leaders within their sanghas,
to hear truth spoken
it was an
by other voices, as welL 'as what was for

opportunity

opportunity

to

speak openly of

honest humanness.

women

well it worked,"

Writing for-the Inquiring
Mind, a.journal of the,V·ipassana eommun-.
ity':NenjOiKiaufer'and-'Catol"Newliou'se :s,l'iid,
it powerfully: "For two days we embodied

Others, 'f�o

rarelyif ever-spokenr.were invited

to

give voice to their own experience:
On Saturday evening we, shared a Full'
Moon ceremony and Sunday noon a "La
dies Luncheon and Buddhist' Fashion

'

A Zen meditation community prac
ticing simpliCity and compassion in

to

some a rare

their

'Healing, Psychotherapy,
Creativity, Right Livelihood" Money.r and
Intensive Practice: There' were also gather
ings of Mothers, Crones (older women),
Lesbians and unaffiliated women' (those
dictive Behavior,

without the support of a traditional Buddhist community),'
As women sat together they listened and
spoke out of the silence born of-deep prac
tice. There was an aura of tremendous pre"
sence as well as respect and appreciation for'

,

which will reflect

women's

Conference Statement

practicing

PROVIDENCE'
ZEN CENTER

emerging

experience in. Buddhist tradition has
been largely untold and unacknowledged. In the absence of models, we'
experience
stress, confusion, as well as growing excitement-and creative opportunity. This con
ferenc-e is a forum for women engaged in Buddhist practice to participate in
defining'
'I
the shape of Buddhism in America.

We felt like pioneers"

pervasive

watching with some amaze
leadership moved among us

Historically,

.

model for future gat her
We worked together with great intens

would become

Western form ofBuddhism is

a

culture and itsvalues.

as

where. we

laughed

a new form of Buddhism in which the rela
tive truth' of-feminism and the absolute

truth of

ourselves as
women modeled traditional. Zen robes.i.Vi
passana blankets and Tibetan-prostration

Show"

gear.'

'_

.at

Buddhismsupported and informed
pioneers."
The March conference has, spawned _many
small OR-going Circles Of women, as well as
ongoing m'OfithIY'*vomen's sittings in the
Bay Area, Therts-are plans for seasonal
gatherings onthe-Selstices and Equinox to
again call t6g�tlie'ri'women from all tradi
tions: There ,are''teilt-ative plans for a na
tional conference' 'late in the summer of
1988. To be placed on a mailing list for a
future national, e6'nferenee, you may write
to CWBP,' 3832'Cerrito Avenue, Oakland,
each other. We-felttlike

"

Perhaps the primary.significance 0flthis
event was that the gathering itself was an
expression of the values that werebeing ex
ploted. This also points to a keyrconrribu

,

women in the creation of new con
texts for .Buddhist .practice in "the West.
There is among women an insistence 'on an

tion of

integrated practice, one which can be em
bodied.which can be lived" and which hon
ors the earth, the human body, and' the ex
perience of women. As political activist and
Kath leen
con f'er ence
participan t
Deffendorf put it: "We were actually living
.our ideals for two days, It was amazing how

CA 94611. 0

julie
titioner

'

Wester

.

1�'

hSs been

a

student and prac

of Vipassana meditation for 15
and currentlyLeads retreats on the
:

years,
West Coast,

.

•

50

acres

of woods, ponds, and fields
'

in rural :Rhode Island
•

•

•

three Master Dharma reachers in
residence
a traditional, Korecn-style mona
stery for long retreats
a'daily schedule of meditation,
chanting, work and community
participation

THREE 7--DAY MEDITATION RETREATS
Retreats

�nlY,"What

•

•
•

Sitting, walking, chanting,

retreat

a

Dec.

4

-

11, 1987

country environment;

eating, working,

lying do�n,

us,

Buddha's Enlightenment Retreat
Led by Master Dharma Teacher BOB MOORE

(2 day
Feb. 14,21, 1988

teacherj-quiet

bowing,

Please join

monthly retreats
weekly interviews with teachers
(kong-an practice)
dues'
free use of

to
simplify our lives for 7 days, asking
moment?", "How is it just now?".

opportunity

is this present

Silence; Kong-an practice with
vegetarian cooking.

$300 monthly training fee includes:
•
room and board
•
conferences & workshops
•

are a rare

minimum)

Kvol Che's Intensive Week
Led by Master Dharma Teacher BOBBY RHODES
(7 day minimum) (open to all but new students)
Held at Diamond Hill Zen Monastery
for Non-members
$125.00 for Members;
Winter

�'175,OO

cabin
April

Write to: Director

Providence Zen
Center
528 Pound Road

Cumberland, RI
02864

11

17, 1988 ,East Coast Retreat
Led by ZEN MASTER SEUNG .SAHN

-

Clouds disperse,

(2 day minimum)

moonlight everywhere

$15/day for.Members:

$24/day for Non-members

Information, Contact Providence Zen Center,
Road, Cumberland, RI 02864, 401-769-6464.

For More

.

528 Pound

'
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PASSIONATE JOURNEY,
The Spiritual Autobiography of

pRIMARY
poINT

Satomi-Myodo.' Translated
Annotated, by
1987, Shambhala, 212
Paperback, $12.95.

Sallie B.

PRIMARY POINT is

published by the Kwan
non-profit religious cor

Urn Zen School, a
poration under the direction of Zen Master
Seung Sahn. The School supports and ar
ranges the world-wide teaching schedule of
Zen Master Seung Sahn and his senior tea
chers, issues' publications on contemporary
Buddhist practice, and supports dialogue
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Zen, she gained

seught.
Roshi,

spiritual

turn once

like self-advertisement, she says:
the dream, I see:

The book is in
tains

my

original

nature

two

parts. First part con
and the

Satomi-Sari's autobiography

second part consists of the commentary on
the autobiography by the author. Professor
Sallie

King's commentary is lucid and pro
vides a wonderful insight into the spiritual.
changes in Japan at the time, especially

,

keeping

,

The rate of classifieds is $,15 per word. Please
send your
and a check or money _order to

man

aps
PRIMARY

in mind that Satorni-San

and received her

treatment

POINT, Kwan Urn Zen ,School,

historic

528 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI 02864:

Psychology), Chogyam Trungpa,

tion. It is very simple, indeed!
That is what strikes you about this book.

from the

context

a

Shambhala,

1987,

Paperback,

Drawn from

117 pages, $10.95.

By Dhananjay Joshi
I like the first sentence of this book
"The Abhidharma is

own

society

is very

was a wo

share of unfair

she lived in. This

revealin&.

PRIMARY POINT

perhaps regarded

...

as

..

".

to present the Abhi
begin at the beginning and
present. the pure, immaculate, genuine
teaching." It is important to understand the
theoretical base of any teaching and then in
to

do

was

r,

lO"xlS"

:;"x I)'·

practice reach that balance between the
practice and the intellect. Abhidharma has
been taught in various ways and numerous
books exist from simple expositions to vol

LETTERS TO THE

uminous commentaries. Students have de
voted years to learning this basic philos
ophy of Buddhism common to all schools,

Dear

our

EDITOR

but the key is to "neglect neither the intui
tion nor the intellect." This book provides
a glimpse into Abhidharma with a view to
combining the intellect and the intuition in
a

The

way and the resultant

sane

very

helps

us

lead

Abhidharma

'mind and

we

It was'

clarity

lives with less confusion.

our

looks

in turn must

precisely at the
that precision

use

that is

size: 10"xI5"

Deadlines: ,PRIMARY POINT is currently published
three times a year, in February, June and October. Space
reservations should reach us by January 1, May 1 and
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September '10,
'
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Kwan Urn Zen School
528 Pound Road
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Cumberland, RI 02864
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(401)

to

read

a

few lines of

or

never

I know from many

instructing letters

to

Master Seung Sahn that Zen is this
not-making. But many people have ideas

me

from

about Zen and, practice to get rid of them.
In orthodox christianity' we use icons,

incense, candles, gestures with the body like
bowing to the floor, with the hand thumb
and two fingers for the Trinity, two joint
fingers for the two natures of Christ (that
never mix), and so on: Why �ake ideas out
of these? Making the cross is just making
the cross, bowing is just bowing, kissing the
icon is just that. Christ is just this and never
thinking this,
However, if you think about becoming
an
independent person before you can
believe in God, then you' are making ideas
about yourself. Rusty Hicks talks about be
lieving in yourself. I think I know a little
about it, just.letting this ordinary body and
mind be what it is. But it is tricky! Safer it
must be 'to let only this, only not making,
only God before mind, be what He is
already, At any rate, that IS my feeling
-

Format: + columns wide (2 If," columns)

$225

interesting

before-place purity.

glossy photos,
Images

,

ideation. It is the primary purity
tainted by ideas: Every Sunday
celebrate this before-idea, before-time,

thought
we

size: II"xI71f,",

Editor,

Rusty Hicks from the honorary book for
Master'Seung Sahn in P.P. June, 1987.
Hicks talks abour christians merely believ
ing in ideas about God. I only know from
my own christian path (the eastern ortho
dox as lived for example by Serafim of
Sarov) that God is seen and celebrated
before all ideas. The essence of the Trinity,
which is central to the orthodox life, is not

,

$450

Buddhist psy

...

ADVERTISING RATES

Page
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dharma and "to

Mechanical: PRIMARY POINT is a tabloid printed by
web offset on newsprint wieh no color. Please supply high con
tr asr carncrn-rcadv art of 85 line screen, or phorosrars with
vcloxes in plncc, camera-ready positives. or mechanical.art and
Full

seminar

the individual

..

scholarly, theoretical. We will
What the late Trungpa Rinpoche

and

wanted

a

chapters are in the
form of a short discussion followed by
questions and answers, and the simplicity of
Trungpa Rinpoche's exposition is very'
charming. In the chapter on Practice and
Intellect, he says: "The main thing we have
been trying to do is to make the study of
this particular subject experiential. No
perfect scholar would study this way and no
perfect practitioner would look at this sub
ject the way we have On the other hand,
,an open scholar and an open practitioner
might both find it quite appropriate ".
chology,

all these exper
them, In Zen, she

Where, then, shall I look for it?"

BAMBOO
FLUTES, Shak uhachis, and
Tapes, Send 2 stamps: Forest Music, Box
273, Mountainview, Hawaii '96771..

____�------

negating

"Awakening from
Sincerity is simply

98007,

in

our meditation. and in our life: Purity in
meditation must translate into purity in ac

see

,

_-

to

in New

seminar on, Buddhist

(From

to'

she discovered her

seem

members of Chogye International Zen Center
"Subway Sutra ...

...

GLIMPSE OF

point: "I, who had made
before, turned an
degree
other. 180 degrees, Truly, I turned 360 de
grees and arrived at the' original starting
poiru.. ..": Embarrassed that 'her writings
may

TIBETAN ARTS We supply thank as posters,
prints & photography in various sizes, Sam
ples foto (12 copies) us$3, Enquiryto: Wee
POB
AnsGraphic.
Sarawak Malaysia

perspective

180

the
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dry

a
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Cit)' performing

medium in exorcisms, At

She writes at-one

Kw.u: Urn lell School. All

York

home.

finally

'Cumberland,

a

found the peace and fulfillment she
Under the guidance of Yasutani

Vinson,
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as

iences without

Jeff

Vivian

and

and

midlife, when she turned

Vandergriff. For transcribing Bob Moore's
Dharma

fascinating, A reluctant
motherhood, abandon

are

were

and served

photographers
Birthday Celebration:
Schneider

religious

way to

for the

School Congress and
Paul Stevenson, Rick

Satomi-San's

only the leading experiences on her
becoming a shamanic mike. She
subjected herself to intense ascetic practices
ity

Betsy Rose and Deena Metzger,
the

nature,

TAKE

overcame

ment, loss of her child and a struggle to
keep the balance between sanity and insan
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true
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Shana
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of ihe word, Of

are

tremendous odds, Starting with a sincere
heart, they strive on. Satomi-San believed
'in her sincerity, To be sincere is to know

.

ldnor-in-chict: lHcn Sid,'r
Feature Editor: Sid

sense

scriptures and religious
texts to mar out progress for one, but then,
Zen teachings have never really been that
patient with texts, One.must work hard and
try again and again with utmost sincerity,
Seeking truth can be.a lonely journey, but
the rewards are magnificent.
I always find it an immensely satisfying
experience when I read about the efforts of
there

course,

n,'ar,"t

hc S"hool Director.

[0 t

or

w

King,
pages,

One of the most endearing things about
spiritual practice, is that one can find
sources of inspiration almost everywhere, If
one is receptive enough and sensitive to
one's surroundings, everything becomes a

a
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By Dhananjay Joshi'

religions',
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about it.
In the dharma_-
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journal!
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lightenment and saving all people from
suffering?

READING
MATTERS

I

am

very close to most of the books I will

by Sid Kemp

in this

presenting

Hahn, ed.
Arnold Kotler, iIIus. Mayumi· Oda,
Parallax Press.
PO Box
7355,
Berkeley, CA 94707. 1987 115 pages,

posed in
first

it.

"

only begins
(Goethe)

a

observer, you are a par-.
ticipant. That is the way I always feel when
to
I give. a lecture. I want the audience
be one with me, to practice, to breathe. The
speaker and the people who. listen must be
come one
for right perception to take
place." (Being Peace, pp. 38-39)
"You

are not an

...

transformed

the ways of

Writing and reading are acts of co
creation shared by the author and the read,er. The end product is not a book, but a

children

The author be

understanding.
gins with his or her life, time and inspira-·
tion and produces a book, a transmission of
information, a bit of dharmakaya (vessel of
the dharma, or teaching). You and I, as
readers, receive it. Fromthere, it is up to us
to begin with the book, and bring it into
ourselves. And then, to let our whole lives.
respond to. it, and to be changed by it.
We tend to separate our reading minds
from

our

active lives. But

we

new

can we

read

understanding?

with

a

into

practice?

readiness

so

developed

a

war.

don't learn to

put

Most

.

Thich Nhat Hahn tells us, was misunderstOOG, because we heard it as a political

statement, and

not as a

human

one.

Peace

Being

that

what

the

'can

to
,

and

adults

political

For

ex

encourage,
mindful living. Thich Nhat Hahn tells. us
that if the Western nations use fifty percent
less meat and liquor, then the whole world
will have enough grain to eat. This is not a
cause for guilt,
but rather a reason to
change our behavior in light of the aware-:
ness of our interbeing.. If 'we argue with
family or friends, we can stop and' try to un
awareness

can

derstand their situation sothat

we can

love

.

them. We can also

United

perceive

how

are, in

we

responsible for the situation, and
change our actions and attitudes to bring
harmony.
In formal sitting, we enter into a mental
state of oneness with our world that deep
part,

_

interwoven

are

activism and meditation.

tween

doing in the world, and to what we
do to -be peace and bring peace. Talks

children

,

ample,

from talks

collected

was

will awaken to

we

with is to

ture

States is

.

one

and to stop blaming, to stop
ourselves, and so, to overcome

"Interbeing" is the awareness that the na
of each thing depends on the nature of
everything else, and that nothing has a sep-.
arate self-nature. No thing or activity is
separate .from everything else; rather, each,
thing shares a bit of itself with all other"
things. This awareness creates the link be

expressed his peaceful

Thich Nhat Hahn gave in the U.S. in 1985.
It is addressed to Americans in the, hope

practice to help these monks

governments. Some immolated themselves
in order to send a message to the world
about the horror of the war. This message,

as to be open to
can we live

And how

from

exiled

was

through families. This family practice style
is also much gentler and less intensive than
Korean and Japanese Zen. Also, the intel
lect is not cut off by paradoxical koan prac
tice, rather, it is developed as a tool for the
.understanding that allows for love.

Thich Nhat' Hahn

and young lay people 'remairi mindful' and
helpful in the midst of devastation. Mem
bers of the Order, which refused to take
sides in the war, were murdered by both

Hahn

in that it includes children and seeks to pre
the transmission of the teaching
serve

(which drew students from the city universi
ties). They provided direct care to villagers
devastated by the

separating

Village and around the world, 'he helps
Vietnamese refugees like himself preserve
family harmony and their Buddhist tradi
tion. Tiep Hien Buddhism is unique in Zen

killed. He created the

fear. And to become

understand

views in the West, and now lives in-Plum
Village in the French Pyrenees. At Plum

the School for Youth for Social Service

our best knowledge
important of all, what
can we draw from our reading that will
help
us' keep the Zen direction of attaining en-

to

being

tion is to
come

anger.

Nhat

Vietnam because he

sented in Being Peace.
During the Vietnam War, Thich Nhat
Hahn guided the Order of Interbeing and

do anythihg by just reading it. Real under
standing comes when we put it into prac

tice. How

are

remember, and so
forgetfulness. To sit in medita
perceive clearly, and so to over

to overcome

,

the

reading and of
word with

one with the written

and recite the poem is to

harmonious relation
The concept that ties to
a

'world.'

response to

Tiep Hien Order, (the Order of Interbeing)
whose practice style and precepts are pre

explore

lives. Thich Nhat Hahn offers many
others as well, all aimed at breaking
through the three root causes of suffering:
anger, fear, and forgetfulness. To breathe

gether meditation and political and social
action is Interbeing, the awareness' that
none of us is separate from the whole of the
Thich

man

horse."
our

with nature.

runaway horse. When
where he is going, he

a

asks the

only reply, "I don't' know, ask the
(p.65) Reciting the poem is .one de
for reining in the runaway horses of

.can

vice

ship

in Vietnam, an' intense crucible that
forged a modern Buddhism. Vietnamese

you.

to

someone

at

the restoration of

riding

to a man

to

'individuals and lay families, a' practice cen
tered in inner peace but directed towards
the creation of world peace and justice, and

war

suffering of the war began with' the
recognition that a monk cannot remain in
his. unborn bed temple when women and

hope

becoming

a

.

to speak up for the truth even
the risk of your own safety). Thich Nhat
Hahn teaches a practice for both celibate

of this past century is the
meeting of Buddhism and the West. Viet
namese Zen met modernity in forty years of

Zen Master Thich Nhat Hahn's

over

purpose, and aware of my resources.
Thich Nhat Hahn compares modern life

Buddhist precepts pro
thousand years, and the

lie, but also

event

portant

This quote captures the essence of this
new
column, READING MATTERS. I

.

is, I believe,
myself. Being

important because it addresses two
central questions of modern Buddhism:
How can Buddhism adapt and survive while
the cultures that fostered it are disappear
ing? And, what transformations will make
Buddhism relevant to the modern world, es
pecially in relation to global issues of war
and peace?
Christmas Humphreys, the English
scholar of Buddhism, said that the most im

book. The reader

new

include positive moral injunctions
(e.g., they direct members not only not to
kill, but also to protect life; not only not to

Peace is

..

"The writer

I say below

both to the book and to

true

paperback. $8.50.

finishes

everything

most

Thich Nhat

first

the

are

close to the book that I distort its contents:

Being Peace, by

brings the mind back into touch with the
body, so that I am here, clear about my

Being Peace, and the Tiep Hien precepts,
very much about being fully human in a
world of war and suffering. The precepts
are

column, and I also feel
that the issues they present are important to
consider. Both of these are especially true
of Being Peace. I hope that I ani not so
be

13'

throughout the book,' and they blend to
produce an accessible and deeply perceptive

ens

our interconnectedness and extends

our

Thus, understanding the suffering of
the world gives both motivation and direc
tion to our practice, while practice guides
our understanding and compassion so that
love.

text.
,

Thich Nhat introduces a gentle sitting.
and walking meditation, some basic Bud
dhist philosophy (drawn from Mahayana
texts), and a short poem, or gatha, that can
be recited silently both during formal prac
tice and throughout the day. The poem
says: "Breathing in, I calm my body /",
Breathing out, I smilevttlwelling in' the pres
ent moment /'('1 'know this' is the only
moment." Using it, I have found, connects
each moment. of my day and my work back
to, the quiet' of fo;�al practice. it-, also

the wisest

of action becomes clear,
sustain loving clarity in
ourselves day to day. The first Noble Truth
of Buddhism; Thich; Nhat.�hlabn reminds
us, is that·alllife contains suffering. But by
example at:ld, quiet. guidance, he shows. us
that there is.a gentle way to face that suffer
ing and transform the world we share. 0
and

-

I

'�.

,

.

so

course

that

we can

,

•

"

'
....

'II...

r

J

I

internationally, noted.Vietnamese Zen Master's talksto American peace ac
tivists and students of meditation. on. the nature of suffering' and how each one of
us can "be peace" in order to make peace: Illustrations by Mayumi Oda. Paper-

-The

,Korean Zen
A

-

Tradition & Teachers

New Book by

Mu

Soeng

Abbot of the Diamond Hill Zen Monastery,

'back,

Sunim

Providence,

115.'pages',ISBN·0-938077-00-7.

Master

,;', "C)
.

R.I.

('.'

BEING' PEACE
by Thich "NhaTHanh

From the foreword

by Zen

$8.50.

Seung Sahn:
Please send

especially valua
ble because it is thefirst Eng
lish-language book to give an
in-depth look at Zen in Korea.

copies of Being Peace ($8.50)

me

"This book is

Soeng Sunim combines a
scholarly. treatment with a
heartfelt appreciation of the
tradition, possible only to one
who has practiced it dailyfor
a number of years. His book
speaks from the heart.

____

Add $2

order

($4 for overseas) for

Californi�' residents,

add 6% sales

postage and

handling.

tax.

Order from: Parallax Press

Mu

"

per

copies of Thousand Peaks ($12.50)

P.O. Box 7355

Berkeley, CA 94707
Name

�-------------

Address

_

-;-

_________________________________

Zip

___

I

ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY'S

ROHATSU SESSHIN
'December 26, 1�87 January 1, 1988

222-page quality paperback, printed on acid-free paper.
With footnotes, glossary, and index. $12.50.,

-

Celebrating
Available
from the

at

Bookstores, Dharma

Centers,

directly

or

publisher:

Buddhas's

Berkeley,

CA

•

P.O, Box 7355

94707

•

•

(415) 525-0101

powerful

retreat

of the year.

Six full days of intensive practice with zazen, services, caretaking practice, daily
Dharma Talks and daily Face-to-Face Teaching with Zen Teacher, John Daido Loori.
Each day the sitting extends later into the evening, culminating at midnight on New,
Year's Eve with a special service and celebration breakfast.
A

Parallax Press

Enlightenment,

the most

Cost:

$23�

.

powerful

(or $45/day). $200 (or

rr.:m
E§

way to

begin

the

$40/day).

if you

register

new

year!
& pay 2 weeks in advance.

ZEN MOUNTAIN MONASTERY
P.O. Box 197P, S. Plank Road, Mt. Tremper, NY 12457

(914)688-2228
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE KWAN UM ZEN SCHOOL
Tbe Teachers: Zen Master Seung Sahn is
.he first Korean Zen' Master to live and
.each in the West. He is the 78th Patriarch

in the Korean

Chogye Order, and became

and

Sunim

Moore, Dharma Sah

Robert

large by writing directly

(Los Angeles); and Richard Shrobe,
Chogye International Zen Center of New

Zen Master in his native Korea at the age of
22. After teaching in Korea and Japan for
many years, he came to the United States in
1972 and founded the Providence Zen

Training Programs: Each Zen center holds
meditation practice every morning and
evening, and a weekly Introduction to Zen

located in Cumberland, Rhode
Island. He is addressed as "Soen Sa Nim"
(Honored Zen Teacher) by his students ..
Soen Sa Nim has established over 50 Zen

public.

Center,

talk. These events

now

Zen

School

centers hold silent

Soen Sa Nim travels worldwide leading
and teaching Buddhism. In recent
years he has been doing more intensive in
.

on

students.

teachers,
centers

they
and

Called

Master

regularly

Dharma

to

Zen

America, and

retreats and

talks. The Master

Dharma

travel

affiliates' in

abroad, leading

giving public
Teachers

are:

Zen Center;
Lincoln Rhodes and Jacob

George Bowman, Cambridge
Barbara and

meditation retreats for 3

and

fundable

deposit.

requires

a

$10

Perl, Providence Zen Center; Mu Deung

"The mind is

.

angthing from

13-15

20-22

are

given

on

March

1�18

D�armaSah(SSN)

5

Korea, end 9O-day
Kyol Che
Providence, end
9O-day KyolChe
Providence, Bud
dha's Birthday
(SSN)
Providence (SSN)

April·

-

NC

9

11-17

January 3 24 first period
January 24 February 14 second period
February, 14 21 intensive week
February 21 March 13 third period
March 13 April 1
fourth period
-

_

-

.

-

-

-

Providence (BM)

5-11

Providence,

12
,

Buddha's

Please call the

Enlight-

Day (SSN)
Providence, opening of 9O-day Kyol
Che (BR)

3

Zen Center to

appropriate

confirm 'these dates and teachers, and make
your retreat reservations at least two weeks

enment

in
fre

�\

WINTER KYOL CRE
PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER

Che

January

.

Precepts, New
Year's Cermony
(SSN)

Su Dok Sah, Korea
begin IntI. Kyol

5

Dec.

Personal

weekend includes

Fayetteville, AR
(BM)
Chogye (BR)
Cambridge (GB)
Empty Gate, retreat
and kid,9 (LR)

14-15

NEWSLETTER.

the

Empty Gate retreat;

4-10

Kansas Retreat 'in

in 'advance, Retreat leaders

are indicated by
their initials: SSN, Zen Master Seung Sahn;
GB, George Bowman; BR, Barbara Rhodes;

LR, Lincoln Rhodes; MD, Mu Deung; JP,
Jacob Perl; RS, Richard Shrobe; BM,
.

Robert Moore.

this

page for details.

Richard Shrobe, C.S.W, A.C.S.W.

Chanting Retreats (Kido): Several times a
year chanting retreats are held. A Kido is
powerful training in keeping a one-pointed'
mind and using' group energy to deepen

Psychotherapist.

t!

awareness.

Membership: If you would like

to

become

We cannot

give

i·t

the outside."

L·

,

ZEN

..

'.Ilt.

'"

approach

201 Eas! 34th Street. 5th Floor

N_._Y__N_. l_O_0_16_'-_· "_'_(_2_1_2)_6_8_9-774�
..

_____________
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-,

in the Gestalt

Specializing

a

member of the Kwan Um Zen School, you
may either 'contact the Zen center or affi
liate nearestyou, or become a member-at-

t

.

-

intangible.

.

6�8

Nov.

(3 issues

EvENTS CALENDAR

(BR)
North Florida (GB)
Lexington, KY (RS)

non-re

vidence Zen Center. See schedule

given "inga" -=-authority to lead.
retreats and teach kong-an practice-to 7

Springs,

quently. Registration is for 90 days, 21-day
periods or a one-week intensive. The School
offers three long Kyol Che's (one each in
Poland, Korea and the United States) and a
short three-week summer Kyol Che at Pro

book of poetry,

He has

senior

necessary

in

is

POINT

up-io-date calendar

POINT.

ililelll:II;(lII:11

Southern Dharma
Retreat Center, Hot

7

formal silent meals.
terviews and Dharma talks

published Dropping
and Only Don't
of his teaching letters
a

30-11/1

(Y ong Maeng
.a tiger while

and

the Buddha

Know, collections
and Zen stories,' and
Bone of Space.

31

9O-Day Intensive Retreat (Kyol Che or
"Tight 'Dharma"): Conducted in total
silence, long. intensive meditation retreats
are
powerful tools for examining and
clarifying our lives. The daily schedule in
'c1udes 12 hours of sitting, bowing, chanting

Soen Sa Nim has
Asbes

24-25

days under the direction of Zen Master
Seung Sahn or one of the Master Dharma
Teachers. The daily schedule includes 12'
hours of sitting. bowing, chanting, working
and eating in traditional temple style. Per
sonal interviews and Dharma talks are given
by the Zen teacher. Advance reservation is
or

retreats

ternational peace work, bringing people of
many countries and religious traditions to
gether to demonstrate world peace. In 1985
he was presented with the World Peace
Award by the International Cultural Feder
ation, under the auspices of the. Korean
government. Working to strengthen the
connection between American Zen and
Korean Buddhism, he has established the
Seoul International Zen Center in Korea
and the Diamond Hill Zen Monastery in the
United States, At Diamond Hill, Zen
students who wish to may become monks
and live the traditional monastic life in the
original practice style of Bodhidharma.

17

23-25

Jong Jin, or. "Leap like
sitting"): Each month many of the Zen

which includes

hi-lll(llilidy

hc

IllOSI

Non-members may subscribe for $6.00 per
year, and $10.00 per year for PRIMARY

Cambridge (special
retreat led by
Genpo Sensei)'
Chogye (RS)
Seattle (BM)
Ontario (GB)
New Haven (RS)
Providence (LR)

16-18

October

a

Retreats

informariou

RETREAT AND SPECIAL

each month with the teachers in

Intensive

t

Ille

year). The

per

personal

lunch.

five Zen Centers and
two affiliated groups, of which the Head
Temple is Warsaw Zen Center.
formed

1(1

:llld

PRIMARY

newspaper,

reduced and include

school when available.

Short

the School. You

to

member to

subxcript iuu

free

.NL',,\·SI L I"TLK

day, with instruction on meditation,
question periods, informal discussions and
for

In 1984 a
Poland was

of

a
•

and

in the United States.

Um

Kwan

are

Introduction to Zen Workshops: Beginners
newcomers can experience Zen practice

affiliated groups in the United
States, Canada, Brazil, Europe and Korea.
These centers comprise the Kwan Um Zen
School. The Providence Zen Center is Head
centers and

Temple

in any
rates for members

free and open to the

Some centers also offer

interviews
our

are

a

participate
of the training programs. However,

York.

a

do not have to be

I
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BUDDHIST

\.

MEOJ'TATION

CHANTING
c

Zen Master

Seunq Sahn and his students have created a masterpiece of
profound chanting that cuts through our thinking minds

sound-clear and

SUPPLIES

_

to stillness

and compassion. This tape includes the morning and evening bell chant and
practiced chants professionally recorded at Sprague Hall. Yale University.

regularly

are available at $10.95 each and can be ordered by writing to'
the New Haven Zen Center. 193 Mansfield St.. New Haven. CT 06511. Connecticut residents
should add a 7'';, sales tax Shipping is free.

Copies of these high quality tapes

Ann Arbor Zen Center

Chogye Intemational Zen Center
Empty Gate Zen Center
Lexill9fon Zen Center

New Kwan Urn Zen School

T�Shirt!

.

Ontario Zen Centre
Cam&ridge, Zen Center
Dharma Sah Zen Center
Kanns Zen Center
New HIVen Zen Center
Prwi4ence Zen Center
Seattle Dha""a Center

three-color hand silkscreened: blue, black and
lettering on a beige T·Shirt.

rust

�--RETML&WHO�---
Statues Cushions Benches'
Bells & Gongs. Altar Suppli�
Incense- Clothing. Books & Tapes
Rosaries. Posters» Jewelry
•

"The whole world 'is a single flower" calligraphy
by Zen Master Seung Sahn on the back.

Buddha- picture and names of all the School's Zen'
Centers worldwide on the front.
lOOO7o cotton. Indicate size: M, L, XL (no smalls)

For

$10 plus $1.25 postage

fully Illustrated

41-page
Kwan Urn Zen School
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Proceeds
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and annotated
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SOME DAY WE ARE ALL DYING

angry preferences, like and
'gel it.

Continued from page 3

In my relationships I often don't let feel
ings rise and pass, rise and pass. I hold on
to them. I want to control myself, other
people, my feelings, theirs. So now I ask my
belly to go sof't let all rising and falling pass
through.
One man who was diagnosed with AIDS
said, "I have found people and agencies
who are very willing to help me die. I've

One of the most helpful ideas for
SOFT
BELLY.
"The
belly.

important," Stephen said.
in the belly. We can use it

knees

me was

Very

of deck. I

diagnostic

degree

our

might

I had been HARD BELLY with a friend
of mine who has AIDS. I would get scared
that he would fall down or scared that he

walking beyond

on

his

collapse

capacity

remembered.

might

would

no

might

least my
surround him with

longer
began
to

at

enjoy walk
notice the poppies
to

his ankles. And later

and

sweet

on,

when I rubbed his back with

peas

that he
or

near

lotion,

I

breathing,

Stephen said, "It isn't that we don't have
feelings, but not to be afraid of our feel
ings. Let them pass through. 'Don't know"
is soft belly. 'Don't know' is receiving heal
ing. Hard belly is 'can't let healing happen,'

like it. He took my hand away. I got afraid.
He had already fallen that morning. Then I
bent

realized

fall and I

ation-- his back, my hand, his
mine, comfort, time passing.

conference, I was walking next to him and
he was unsteady on his feet. I touched the
back of his.waist to support him. He didn't

I

not

felt his skin under my hand, the fine texture
of it, the bones underneath. I felt less separ

all the "helpers." All of these things had
happened before. So, two days after the

BELLY.

might

my anxious tension. I
ing with him. I began

or

SOFT

or

catch him. Don't know. But

arms

that he would be angry and
hostile toward me because he was tired of

and

saw

of the brick walk. And I

presence by hard belly."

not

would insist

I walked and breathed lower

as

how careful he was, how pre
he prepared his foot to lift at each rise

cisely

for how present we are. If we keep coming
to soft belly, ground, we can tell the

back

of

little

down. I paid attention to his feet maneuver
ing the brick walk, grass, flagstones, planks

"Much tension
as a

a

my

dislike, trying

laughed, recognizing our own mind
rnanipulat ions.
"Whcn you arc thinking, then your mind

10

,,,

and my mind

been fortunate that I've also found

Birthday

tribute book

Soen Sa Nim

for

Only DOing It
of Zen Master
compiled

for

Sixty Years
Seung Sahn

and edited

-

nOli"

available,

Celebrating

the Sixtieth Birthday

by Diana Clark

236 pages, dozens of

Shipping

over

the

What

some

Then you lose the opportunity to bring into
balance the 'feel like it' mind and 'not feel

self

like it' mind."

way.
"There is

"

then all you see is the 'feel like it' mind.
You can't just do it when you feel like i!.

as a

black Biafran

her side in

woman on

I had sat

nursing a dying child. She experienced
'herself as an Eskimo woman dying of
starvation with great pain in her back. She
experienced herself as an Asian woman
crushed by a rock
Finally she said, 'I ex
perienced the ten thousand beings suffering
at the same moment. It changed from being
my pain to the pain.', In the next six
a

hut

for

was told to do it anyway, "This
spectator sport!" This time, I really
heard Soen Sa Nim when he said, "You can

in

delivery.

to

admit that I did

RI 02864

ed

outside,

no

tion,

out

touching

most

moment

for

Soen Sa Nim's response to the ques
"Do you have suffering?"

suffering.
Stephen

Socn Sa Nim gave us several very animat
performances where he played all of the

Address

can

"

.

much
says, 'Oh! blood! Child remembers
crying. Our mind makes everything!" He

I

"If you have suffering, I have suffering.
When your suffering-is over, then I have no

Just do it."

Name

do

can

Perhaps the

...

roles in the story. "When child play out
doors, fall down,' bleed, go play again.
Then the mother comes, sees the blood,

can or

moment, and
So I got into it. I

me was

Someone hungry,
dying, comfort them.
inside. No subject, no ob-

"Just do it!

I

moment to

think.

understand

not

check,

anything."
my syllables of Korean and
thoroughly enjoyed not having room. to

I

.

don't know,"

jeer.

528 Pound Road

Cumberland,

not. Don't

Iced them. Someone

Kwan Urn Zen School

anything. The choice is:

do

blasted

anymore.

But I

me.

not a

you

No

Order from:

is

don't

healing is

the Providence Zen Center

at

days last winter and had difficulty
with the chanting--too demanding, foreign
sounds, 100 long sitting, not enough breath
two

months,. her room became the center of
ButI
mercy. Everyone came to her room
know what

,

nothing you can do for your
self that will give you what a daily medita
tion practice can give you," Stephen said.
"I I' you only meditate when you feel like it,

...

he said.

is enclosed. Allow 3-5 weeks for

My check for $

privilege to sit with others and to
full-bodied', no-room-to-think

a

chant in that

willing to help me liv e. What have
you seen in people who go beyond their
diagnosis?
Stephen responded with a story of a very
hard belly businesswoman who was dying
of cancer and alienating everyone around
her by judging and blaming. "After six
weeks in the hospital she couldn't stand it
She let herself drop i�to the
anymore
pain. All of a sudden she experienced her

all of Soen Sa Nim's weirds, but it didn't
really maucr. "Don't try to understand,"

$1.25 per copy. Overseas: surface $2.00; airmail $4.00

costs:

we

mind,
Stillness,

same

...

are

I have

photographs, $10.00 (private printing)

have

'

...

Tributes, stories, poems from Soen Sa Nim's many friends and .students all
world, plus ashort history of his life.

we

...

...

Sixtieth

different. But when

arc

thcn

empty mind, before thinking.
'Be still and know that
emptiness. silence
If you say 'don't know,' then
I am God
you arc the universe, universe is you."Some of us took the opportunity to sit
zazen in the early morning and evening.

,

who

'know,

don't

die

then ended

with, "Let yourself

Iet all solidity fall
name., reputation
away. Let fluidity come, like ice cube melt
ing In our life, just do one thing at a time.
...

...

...

That's the way

to prepare

for death." O·

...

his
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Zip
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flung
playing,

arms

around

drew his

wildly
eyebrows up in

a writer, artist and former
living on' Cape Cod. A Quaker
and student of Zen Buddhism, she works
with the Provincetown AIDS Support
Group.

Ellen Anthony is

the child

as
a

TV producer

horrified

expression as t hc mother, then heaved great
sobs as the wailing child. We laughed and
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Address
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